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State poll:
governor's
race even
MHS teams
to battle for
tourney titles
NATIONAL

Promise Keepers
gather in Lexington
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
They were young and old,
white and black, and all were
men taking part in perhaps the
fastest growing evangelical
Christian movement in
America.
There were 300 to 400 of
them attending the "wakeup
call" of Promise Keepers.
Promise Keepers is dedicated to helping men act more
responsibly toward God, their
wives, their children, their churches and their pastors — and
to racial healing.
It was founded in 1990 by
former University of Colorado
football coach Bill McCartney
and a friend. It has grown to fill
massive athletic stadiums in
cities around the country. In
June, for instance, 60,000 men
flocked to the Indianapolis Hoosierdome for a regional rally.
The men also meet periodically in smaller, local rallies
such as the one held Tuesday
at Immanuel Baptist Church —
and more regularly in small
groups in their local churches.
"It gives me a feeling of trust
with other men," said David
Vance, 34, a purchasing agent
who is part of a small Promise
Keepers group at Southland
Christian Church. "It keeps me
focused on God."
In an interview before the
service, Bishop Phillip H. Porter, the keynote speaker, said
the only hope for racial healing
and heartfelt reconciliation in
America is for men to surrender
their lives and hearts to Jesus
Christ.
WEATHER
Tonight...Cloudy with a
good chance for showers. A
thunderstorm is possible. Low
in the lower 50s. Southwest
wind 10 to 15 mph switching to
northwest at 15 to 20 mph by
morning. Chance of rain 50
percent.
Friday...A chance for morning showers then mostly cloudy
in the afternoon. Breezy and
colder with a nearly steady
temperature of 50 to 55. Chance
of rain 30 percent in the
morning.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. ...356.1,-0.1/66*
BARKLEY..... 356.0, unc/69*
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INTERNATIONAL BAZAAR: MSU student Hyeseon Lee answers questions and shows artifacts to a group of
Calloway County Middle School students Wednesday morning during the International Bazaar at the Curris Center.

See Page'2

BZA rejects request by two businesses
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

of service stations on Highway
641.

Two requests for conditional
use permits were denied by the
Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments Wednesday because of
drainage problems around the
city.

Swifty Oil Company requested
a conditional use permit to construct a gas station at 405 S. 12th
St. Don Smith, vice president of
the company, said the station
would be a service station only.
"This is not a convenience

Both involved the construction

store. We're going to sell gas,
oil, cigarettes and soft drinks
only. We won't have any in-store
sales whatsoever," he said.
In his presentation to the
board, Smith addressed the citizens who came to oppose the station about many issues he has
faced in the past when constructing a station.

"I know your concerns are with ty. He lives behind the proposed
noise, lighting, odor and the pos- site.
sibility of the -station blowing
"My wife and I have been
up," he said.
before this board a number of
As Stnith touched on each of times in the last four years and
thoses issues, he was interrupted it's always the same thing. This
by Solon Bucy, 408 S. 11th St., piece of land is the city drain.
who stated that his major concern
"Every time the surface of that
was with the drainage problem he
has faced for years on his proper- • See Page 2

Red Ribbon
week events
begin Friday

Deputy Alex
hits county
road patrol
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
After a long process of gathering private donations, the Calloway
Gounty Sheriff's Department has obtained its own drug enforcement dog.
Deputy Alex and his handler, Deputy Chris Scott, graduated
from the Advance K-9 Academy in Bowling Green a few weeks
ago and went on duty Monday.
The Murray Police Department obtained Officer Max, its drug
enforcement dog, in September.
"I'm relieved to have (Alex) here," Sheriff Stan Scott said.
Stan Scott and Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey began raising funds for a county drug enforcement dog in March 1994.
"We did not spend a dime of tax money in obtaining this dog,"
Coursey said. "All $5,000 (cost of the dog and academy training)
came from private donations."
Coursey said tie sent out 300 letters to residents of Calloway
County and civic groups around the area seeking donations to pay
for Alex.
Chris said Alex is a 80-pound, 3-year-old German shepherd from
Budapest, Hungary. He gives the dogs commands in German.
„"I use German commands with him because it's less confusing to
him," Chris said. "Only people that know German would know
what I'm commanding him to do."
Chris said Alex is trained for passive tracking, as well as narcotic detection.
"He's not trained to be aggressive when he's tracking," he said.
"When he locates an individual, he won't corner them and bark. On

JIM

MAHANES/Ledger &

T mes photo

Deputy Chris Scott shows off his partner, Deputy Alex, the sheriff
department's new drug enforcement dog. The 3-year-old German
shepherd went on duty Monday and is a fully commissioned deputy
with his own badge and unit number.

•See Page 2
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A new poll shows the—
governor's race between Republican Larry Forgy and
Democratic Lt. Gov. Paul Patton is a dead heat.
And Forgy escalated the heat Wednesday night during
a joint appearance, telling Patton "I don't expect the
truth out of you" and raising controversial aspects of
Patton's career as a coal operator.
The poll, commissioned by four television stations
and taken last week by Mason-Dixon Political Media
Research of Columbia, Md., showed Patton leading Forgy 43 percent to 40 percent, with 17 percent undecided.
The margin of error was plus or minus 3.5 percentage
points, which means the poll found the race to be too
close to call.
The poll, taken by telephone, surveyed 805 registered
voters who said they vote in all, almost all or most
statewide elections, said Dale Ali, vice president of the
polling firm.
The Courier-Journal's Bluegrass State Poll, taken
Sept. 26 through Oct. 2, found Patton leading Forgy 48
percent to 37 percent, but Patton's margin was only 5
points among those most likely to vote.
If the race has tightened, TV advertising may be the
reason. When the newspaper's poll ended, Patton had
been running ads for more than a month, but Forgy
hadn't started. When the latest poll began, Forgy had
been on the air for almost a week.

Pogue to be honored at conference
Kentucky University and Eastern
Kentucky University.
The conference's annual meeting permits history professors
throughout the region to gather to
read papers, present panel discussions and share ideas important to
their prefession.

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue will be
honored Saturday by his friends
and fellow historians at the llth
annual meeting of the Ohio Valley History Conference.
The conference was formed by
the history departments of Murray State University, Western
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More than 100 professors and
graduate students will present
papers or take part in panels at
MSU this weekend.
This year, 28 programs arc
scheduled in seven time slots at
the Murray State University Curris Center. The first program
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begins at 8 a.m. Friday and the
last session that day will be at
3:15 p.m.
Saturday sessions arc at 8 and
9:30 a.m.
The tribute for Pogue is sche• See Page 2

As part of Red Ribbon Celebration Week, more than 700
children in fourth through sixth
grades will participate Friday in a
variety of activities ranging from
playing field games to listening
to a drug-free message.
The week, which is Oct. 23-31,
will begin with Friday's Red Ribbon Kickoff Celebration at RGy
Stewart Stadium. The rally,
which will last from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m., is the beginning event
for the week.
Mark Gottfried, Murray State
University basketball coach, will
be the motivational speaker for
the event, bringing a drug-free
message.
The Champions Against Drugs
Regional Action Group, in coordination with the Western Kentucky Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board is
sponsoring the rally. MSU students and staff have volunteered
their time to assist.
Any individual may become
involved in Red Ribbon Week by
wearing or displaying red ribbons
and volunteering in a community
awareness week activity.
Parents should also take time
to talk with their children about
the risks and dangers associated
with the misuses and abuse of
tobacco, alcohol, drugs and other
substances.
National Family Partnership, a
nonprofit organization and natinid
leader in drug prevention is sponsoring and coordinating the
eighth annual event.
The National Red Ribbon
Celebration, organized in 1988 to
commemorate the death of Drug
Enforcement Agent Enrique
Camarena at the hands of a drug
• See Pogo 2
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•BZA...
that road," Bucy said.
FROM PAGE 1
Board member Amos McCarty
property is altered in any way, it
changes the rate at which the asked Smith if he thought he
water flows into my yard. Pretty could make money with seven
soon it's going to start flooding other gas stations nearby.
"I wouldn't spend $400,000 if
my house," Bucy told the board.
I
didn't think I could make
Bucy said that after a big
money," Smith said.
storm, all the water in the city
When asked to elaborate.
drains onto that spot.
Smith told the board about an
"Over and above that. I don't Environmental Protection Act
see any justification for a gas sta- (EPA) regulation that will require
tion on that lot when there are all underground tanks that were
already so many of them along installed before 1978 to be

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 am.-S p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600

main St.

753-0489
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•Poll...

replaced with new tanks by Dec.
20, 1998.
"My company has done studies
and have found that 37 percent of
our competition will not be in
business after this date.
"Now, the Shell's of this world
will be here a lot longer than any
of us. I'm talking about the
smaller stores that won't be able
to afford the changeover."
The request was unanimously
denied, but Chairman Scott Seiber told Smith that he hoped his
company would still consider
coming to Murray at another
location.
The second request was made
by Freddie Allgood for a new
Quik Lube service station at 409
S. 12th St.
Seiber told Allgood that he felt
the board should not grant this
request for the same reasons they
denied the Swifty request.
There was little discussion
among the board members and
the request was also unanimously
denied.

•Ribbons...

Your Convenience Now Offer,.

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
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FROM PAGE 1
cartel in Mexico, is designed to
raise awareness about drug abuse
and to involve Americans of all
ages in efforts to prevent abuse.
Lois Pharris is the local coordinator of the event. For more
information, call 1-800-432-9337.
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about your County Clerk's Office.
• All funds are balanced daily, weekly, monthly,quarterly,
and yearly.
• All audits must be conducted by the State or a C.P.A. firm.
No County Clerk can perfom his own audit and still meet the
audit requirements of Kentucky.
• Every penny received through your County Clerk's Office
is receipted with either a vehicle registration receipt or a state
recommended receipt book with three copies (one for the
customer, one for the daily balancing, and one for the state
auditors).
Operating any organization is a continuing process.My pledge
to you is that your County Clerk's Office will be operated in the
most efficient way possible. As technology advances, I will be
there to bring the most up-to-date changes that are made
available. In my six months as your County Clerk, I have already
applied for more that $20,000 in state grants to update parts of
the office.

Thank you again for your support.
Ray Coursey
Paid

when you were a big Nil operator down in Pike County.
"I expect you also to stand up
and say to people in this room
who do have some union affiliation what it is about this thing
that you ran a truck through a
picket line and almost hit a miner
standing out there. It's the worstkept secret in Pike County. Let
me tell you this: He who lives in
a glass house ought to cast the
last stone."
Patton did not address Forgy's
claims during the forum. Afterward, he said Forgy's charge of
driving through a picket line
stemmed from a false rumor that
came out of a 1981 Pike County
judge-executive's race.
The rumor originally had him
hitting the miner and being
arrested, Patton said.
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•Alex...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
I or

FROM PAGE 1
State University Wednesday
All said the Mason-Dixon
night, Forgy made his strongest
numbers reflect less than half of attack of the campaign, respondthe registered voters called, indi- ing to Patton's oft-repeated
cating that turnout in the Nov. 7 charge that Forgy is to blame for
election will be less than 40 former employees of South East
percent.
Coal Co. not getting workers'
Forgy campaign chairman, Ted compensation.
Jackson, said the latest poll
Patton said, "I have paid more
matches the trend found in more
workers' compensation than he's
recent private polls for Forgy. cheated coal miners out of."
Patton campaign manager
Forgy called Patton's jab "a
Andrew "Skipper" Martin disscurrilous charge" without
missed the Mason-Dixon figures, evidence.
saying the firm's Kentucky polls
"I don't expect the truth out of
have been "historically
you," Forgy said, "but I expect
incorrect."
when you start talking to coal
•
The poll was taken for stations
miners across this state you'll tell
WKYT-27 in Lexington, them how you went up to
WLWT-5 in Cincinnati, Washington and testified the
WTVW-7 in Evansville, Ind., and (black lung) benefits were a
WSMV-4 in Nashville, Tenn.
Christmas tree — that they were
During a forum at Morehead
not worthy of those benefits —

or by Ray t:oursey, 1102 Vine Si , Murray, Ky 42071

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

FROM PAGE 1

"Last Thursday, we had a call
of a 2-year-old boy who had
the other hand, he won't let anywandered away from his home,
body hurt him or me."
so we took Alex out to track
Stan said in the short time they
him," Stan said.
have been together, Alex has
Chris said Alex found the boys
become possessive of his partner.
trail immediately and was 200 to
"He gets jealous of Chris.
300 yards from the boy when
There's a special bond that is
found him.
someone
created between the dog and the
"I would say about 14 or 15
handler," Stan said. "The closer
the bond, the better they work people had trampled over the trail
before we started and he still
together."
Although Alex is an academy picked up the scent," Chris said.
Coursey said he hopes the pregraduate, he will be in training
sence
of Alex may deter crimifor the rest of his professional
career. Stan said the key to hav- nals from attempting their next
ing a good drug enforcement dog crime.
"He's a deterence factor. If
is training.
"You have to constantly people know he's around, they
upgrade training. That's what might think twice before they
commit a crime.
makes a good dog," he said.
"If he seizes one vehicle or
"I wouldn't trade him for anygets
drugs off the streets it will
thing," Chris said about his partner. "I think it's one of the best be worth it," he said.
Stan said Alex will be utilized
tools in law enforcement.
in
a variety of ways.
"Dogs are highly intelligent
"I think we're going to use him
and if you know how to read
them, they will tell you every- at road blocks and we're working
closely with the city to use both
thing they know."
Chris said Alex is learning dogs in conjunction together," he
how to read him too. He said the said.
Stan said Alex will be on duty
dog knows the difference
between drug enforcement and when the city's dog is off duty.
tracking by watching Chris' This way there will be a canine
unit constantly on call in the city
actions.
"I have to act a certain way for or county when needed.
"Before we got Alex, we used
drug enforcement and he can
sense that. I have to act a totally
different way for tracking details," he said.
In his short time on duty, Alex
FROM PAGE 1
has already been utilized by the
for 11 a.m. Saturday in the
&led
sheriff's office.
Curris Center Barkley Room. V.
Jacque Voegell of Vanderbilt
University will speak on "Forrest
Pogue: The Teacher."
Charles Roland, professor
emeritus of the University of
Kentucky will preside and recall
Pick 3
"Forrest Pogue: The Historian."
0-5-8
Edward D. Coffman of the UniPick 4
versity of Wisconsin-Marison
7-7-4-9
will lecture on "Forrest C. Pogue
Cash 5
and George C. Marshall."
7-12-13-24-25
Pogue was born in Eddyville
Lotto
and is a native of Lyon County.
24-26-29-40-41-42
He graduated with a bachelor of
arts from Murray State Teacher's
College in 1931.
His master of arts is from the
Sponsored by:
University of Kentucky and he
Shell

(Max) a couple of times. I can
think of a number of times where
two dogs would have been helpful on a case," he said.
Alex costs the sheriff's department close to $150 a month in
food and services. Alex's care
will be the responsibility of the
sheriff's department.
(The Murray Police Department obtained Max through funds
seized in drug arrests and its care
is funded through donations of
goods and services).
"We asked for donations in
order to purchase the dog, I
didn't want to ask people for
more money to take care of him.
"The city bought their dog
under different circumstances.
The community has helped out
both departments a great deal in
this respect," Stan said.
- Alex is a deputy sheriff. He is
e oinsurf the
ovieicryed
even cpo
ance
absy ttb
hee sreasmt
department and will be used
whenever needed, according to
Stan.
"We have a standing commitment with Marshall, Graves, and
other .counties (Marshall has a
dog already) and with the state
police. If we get a request for his
assistance, we'll be glad to help
out," Stan said.

•Pogue...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

obtained a doctorate from Clark
University. Pogue has written
extensively on World War II and
is the definitive biographer of
George C. Marshall.
He will attend this session
along with his wife, the former
Christine Brown, who for many
years was a distinguished member of the MSU faculty.
This and all the other OVHC
programs are free and open to the
public. For more details, call
753-4161.
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AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
A B CHANDLER III

To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Brereton C. Jones, Governor
Ms. Crit Luallen, Secretary
Finance and Administration Cabinet
Ms. Kim Burse, Secretary, Revenue Cabinet
Honorable J. D. Williams, County Judge/Executive
Honorable George H. Weaks, Former County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the statement of receipts, disbursements, and excess
fees of the former Sheriff of Calloway County, Kentucky, for the year ended
December 31, 1993. This financial statement is the responsibility of the
former Sheriff. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this
financial statement based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards; Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General
of the United States; and the Audit Guide for County Fee Officials issued by
the Auditor of Public Accounts, emonwealth of Kentucky. These standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statement is free of material misstatement.
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
The former Sheriff is required to prepare his financial statement on a
prescribed basis of accounting that demonstrates compliance with the cash
basis and laws of Kentucky, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement referred to above
presents fairly, in all material respects, the receipts, disbursements, and
excess fees of the former Sheriff for the year ended December 31, 1993, in
conformity with the basis of accounting described above.
Respectfully submitted,

A. B. Chandler III
Auditor of Public Accounts
Audit fieldwork completed July 7, 1995
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to the fiscal court.
KRS 43.090(2) requires that this letter be published in this newspaper.
Copies of the Complete audit report, including the accompanying financial statements and
additional information, are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor of,
Public Accounts, 144 Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
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Eagle Gallery awarded grant

.li4gh Gas Bills?
1
1 • Noisy Furnace/

quality and professionalism.
The gallery has previously been
awarded a Museum Assessment
Program I grant to generally assess
how the Clara M.Eagle Art Gallery,
Curris Center Art Gallery and the
Permanent Collections are managed. "Since that time, we have
developed a mission statement and
are in the midst of developing a long
range plan," said Albert Sperath,
director of the university art galleries."The third step of that, partly as
a result of MAP I and MAP 11, will
be to establish policies regarding the
gallery and its operation."
He indicated that the consultant
for MAP II will assess the gallery's
management of collections, including methods of storage, handling,
and inventory control. The assessent determines if these are being
properly carried out. In addition,
MAP II focuses on policies of
Murray State's collections, to whom
and under what circumstances collections are loaned, as well a policies on acquiring art work.

"The purpose of the grant is to
bring an unbiased third party observer to come in and say these are
really your strong points—keep doing them. These are your weak
points—these need to be improved,
and these are areas you haven't even
thought about or considered," said
Sperath. "And you take that assessment and build on it to make your
organization stronger."
Sperath also said that the grant
helps pay a small honorarium to the
consultant, his or her travel and
lodging, and the final report which
comes back about a month after the
consultant's visit.
MAP II is underwritten by the
Institute of Museum Services, a
federal agency. "The goal of(MAP
II) is to have the museums that they
serve to come up to a common level
of expertise and professionalism so
that everyone gets better and better
at what they do. It's designed to help
museums attain that upgrade of
perfection," said Sperath.

The AAM,based in Washington,
D.C., is the national organization
representing the concerns of the
museum community. The AAM
assesses museum programs and
accredits
museums;
provides
education and training; operates
international museum programs;
and is an advocate for the advancement of museums. Since its founding in 1906, AAM has grown to
include more than13,700 members
including 9,600 museum professionals, 2,900 museums and 1,200
corporate members.
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MILES HOFFMAN

MCMA begins season
Oct. 22 with concert
Murray Civic Music Association
opens the 1995-96 season Sunday,
Oct. 22 at 3:30 P.M. in Lovett
Auditorium with a performance by
violist Miles Hoffman. Hoffman is
artistic director and violist of The
American Chamber Players.
His musical commentary, "Corning to Terms," is heard weekly
throughout the country on National
Public Radio's "Performance Today." A graduate of Yale University
and the Juilliard School, Hoffman
has won prizes in the National Arts
Club and Washington International
Competitions.
"When brilliance or expressive
intensity were required" said the
Washington
Post, "he
was
superb...The rich tone of his instrument was modulated so delicatley at

times that it almost seemed about to
form words."
Hoffman often performs in
France. His concert appearances
have included the Festival of Les
Arcs, the Orangerie of the Chateau
de Sceaux and the Opera de Vichy
as well as appearances on French
radio and television.
In 1986,Hoffmn participated in a
series of special Brahms concerts in
the historic concert hall of the old
Paris Conservatory and in 1992 he
brought the American Chamber
Players to Paris for performances at
the Paris Opera and the Bibliotheque Nationale.
Admission to the concert is by
MCMA membership or Murray
State Student ID. Tickets will be
available at the door.

Winner of both Hopkinsville Art
Guild Best of Show Award,
$350.00, and the Letitia Peden
Riley Memorial Purchase Award,
$1,000.00, was Frank Lyne of
Adairville, Ky. for his wood sculpture "What the West Saw," while the
1st Lt. Jere Bowen Mitchell Memorial Purchase Award, $500.00, went
to Carolyn Daniels of Benton, Ky.
for her mixed media "Venus at
Circus." Harold Miller, Nashville,
won the Corinne Bradley Duke
Memorial
Purchase
Award,
$500.00, for his watercolor "Taos
Gateway," Dave Meyers, Evansville, received the Dana Corporation Award,$250.00, for his digital
painting "Pianoscape," and Rex Robinson, Philpot, Ky., the Pennyroyal Arts Council Award,$150.00,
for his watercolor "Stanton NileLite." The Grace Episcopal Church
Special Award, $100.00, went to
Nancy Doss, Westmoreland,Tenn.,
for her watercolor "Hangin' On,"
and a Friends of Hodkinsville Art
Guild Award,$100.00,to M.Teresa
Bazzell, Kirksey, for mixed media
"Image and Color Reversal."
Numerous other awards were
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Following the completion of
MAP II, the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery may pursue MAP III.
MAP II is designed to assess the
public dimension. Sperath explained that assessment in that phase focuses on meeting expectations
and needs of the public, as well as
how
taking
a
look
at
visitors
to
the
respond
galleries' programs.

made. In all, there were 25 cash
awards totaling $4075.00.
Juror John Streeunan stated "The
opportunity to review current work
in a wide variety of media by artists
from six states validates what I have
long believed: the making of art in
this part of the country is alive and
well, indeed!"
Artists from the area represented
in this showing include: Jennifer
Fairbanks, oil, "Untitled," and
"Pieces of Removal," pastel. Joy
Thomas, oil, "Sunflower in the
Studio" and soft pastel "Pillars of
Isham."
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Area artists participate
in Pennyroyal Art Exhibit
The Hopkinsville Art Guild announces the opening of Pennyroyal
Art Exhibit, an invitational exhibit
juried by John Streetman, director
of Evansville Museum of Arts and
Science, who chose from 187 works
submiucd by 110 artists in six states,
with 106 remaining in the exhibit.
Location for the exhibit, which will
remain on view daily from Oct. 1022, 12:30-4 p.m. is All Saints Parish
Hall of Grace Episcopal Church,
216 E. Sixth, Hopkinsville,
Kentucky.
A reception will be held Sunday
Oct. 15, from 3-5 p.m., with the
awards ceremony to begin at 4 p.m.
All friends of the arts are invited.
There will be an opportunity to view
the exhibit, which is diverse, colorful and exciting, and to meet the
artists.

Excess Dist?
I
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Ceti tor 1 1 P01111
EFFICIENCY FURNACE CHECK-UP
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2. I, heck chimite.i, draft
3. t licck gas pressure
4. Oil blov.er and adjust bell
5. l'brulk fail & limit and
adjust
6. till'lk filter and clean

I
The Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery at
Murray State University has been
awarded a $1,975 Museum Assessment Program grant by the Institute
of Museum Services. Through
guided self-study and on-site consultation with a museum professional, the grant will enable the
gallery to evaluate its current practices, establish priorities to achieve
Professional museum standards,
and plan how to best serve the
community.
We congratulate the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery on receipt of this
grant, said Ed Able, president and
CEO of the American Association
of Museums, the organization that
develops and administers the grant,"
and wish them well as they begin
this process of self-review and planning for their future."
The Museum Assessment Program is one of several programs
offered by the AAM to help
museums actively improve their
programs and operation in order to
achcive the highest standards of
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Every Friday Night!

Ball•N•G•0
Early Bird Bingo 6.30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
• * t1000 Latter H
Double Bingo Pays
(30 calls or loss)
60%. 75% and 90%
t500 J
t Ev
Week
* Air Conditioned - Accomodalions for Smokers and Non-Smokers
S.onsored b Murra Shrine Club

If you need more coverage
than this, you'll have to
contact your insurance agent.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
announces the opening of his practice

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
Monday, October 23, 1995
- Specializing In -

Full Scope Optometry
Including Diagnosis &
Treatment of Ocular Disease

We've expanded our presence in Indiana. Kentucky and Illinois with the largest home rate calling
area. United States Cellular' is now offering home rates to eastern Illinois, southern Indiana and
western Kentucky. That means no roaming or daily surcharge fees in your home rate coverage area.
So our customers can call a lot further for a lot less. Plus, we make receiving calls easier with
automatic call delivery. And now people can reach you
in over 500 cities by simply dialing your phone number,

Designer Eyewear
All Types of Contacts
In Officel Lab
Professional Service
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 2nd & 4th Sat. of each month
759-2500 • 308 S. 12th St. Murray

UNITED STATES _
zw.
_
_ j fiar

not a complicated ten digit roamer access code,. Which,
when you think about it, is just a little extra insurance.

50 OFF
CELLULAR

SERVICE

MOBILE TELEPHONE NE7VVORK

Offer valid at the following United States Cellular locations:
906 A South 12th Street, Murray, 753-7533
1733 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, 444-0084
Requires a new, one year serve agreement. Not valid in comunction with any other offer
Credit approval required Void where prohibited Other restrictions and charges may apply.
Offer e.pires 11/19/95.

NOW OFFERING

NATIONWIDE

CALL

DELIVERY
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It's time to face the music

Murray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK
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ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS

Halloween is Satan's holiday
Dear Editor:
Halloween is the foremost celebration of followers of Satan.
Three hundred years before the birth of Christ, in some places Druids
were more powerful than the kings and were greatly feared because of
their authority and evil influence. Every year on the final night of
October they would go house to house demanding certain foods because
of their odd dietary restrictions. If refused they would cast a spell upon
the people resulting in misfortune, sickness, or even death. With Satan's
power this was possible. I believe this was the beginning of the innocent
tradition known as Halloween.
Druids carried a hollowed out turnip with a light inside. The turnip
would have an eerie face carved out of its side which represented the
likeness of their spirit guide for the night In the New World, pumpkins
were substituted for turnips, thus the beginning of jack-o-lanterns.
A very important ritual was to kneel around a tub of water with apples
floating in it, and the first one who could get one out without using hands
or teeth would have favor with the evil spirits. Thus the beginning of the
tradition of bobbing for apples.
Today more police are required on this night to deal with strange new
problems such as the opening of graves and mutilation of bodies for
occult purposes and the stealing of pets for sacrificing and divination.
With the ever increasing acceptance and powerful force of Satanism
and witchcraft, how can parents be at ease in associating their children
with death, witches, and evil? In 1Thess. 5:22 God tells us to abstain
from every form of evil. Ephesians 5:11 says to have no fellowship with
the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them. Hopefully,
spiritually blinded eyes will be opened and these things will be exposed
for what they are.
Duet. 18:10-12 says to let no one be found amoung you who sacrifices
his son in the fire, who practices witchcraft, is a soothsayer, who
interprets omens, is a sorceter, conjures spells, is a medium, is a
spiritualist, who calls up the dead. These are an abomination to God.
The uninformed person has no idea that there truly are demonic spirits
-which arc contacted and activiated as people call out to them in jest or in
seriousness.
God has called us to holiness and a life every day of thinking on things
that are noble, true,just, pure, lovely,and good report. How can we then
dwell on and plan for Halloween and its rituals.
Some will say,"But I don't take it seriously, it's only harmless fun." It
may be fun, but it definitely isn't harmless!
Debbie Skinner
145 Oakwood Circle, Murray, Ky. 42071

The waiting room outside the
office of Dr. I.M. Kookie was
packed with sad-eyed people.
"Yes, I've never been busier,"
said Dr. Kookie,the noted expert on
lots of stuff. "These are traumatic
times for the true-blue dedicated
liberal."
These patients are all staunch
liberals?
"Oh, yes, unyielding in their
devotion, unlimited in their compassion. And they have never been
through more difficult times and in
greater need of my therapy."
What's wrong with them?
"My good man, don't you follow
events? There is Newt Gingrich and
his congressional followers doing
everything but cooking and eating
the children of the poor, there is the
growing power of religious right,
the increasingly conservative national media.
"And now the worst trauma of all
-- the past week and the O.J.
Simpson affair."
Ah,of-course. They believed him
guilty?
"Some did,but that is only a small
part of it, since liberals have never
been too keen about tossing people
in prisons anyway."
Then what is it?
"It is the emotional pain of the
aftershock • -- the stunningly wide
racial divisions. And the pain of
looking at the TV and hearing
blacks say:'Maybe you love me,but
I don't love you or need you."
Ah, rejection.
"On as Sigmund Freud so accurately put it:'Get out of my face and
---- off."
Yes, that would be hard to take.
"And it is another reason why it is
so much harder to be a liberal than a

recovery rate of 100 percent."
Amazing. How do you do it?
"Come here and take a look."
We went to a glass-walled room.
Inside were a dozen or so people
wearing stereo earphones.
"Look at their faces."
Yes, I see. Some look tranquil!.
Others are obviously happy, inspired. Is it hypnosis?
"Nah, that's too much bother."
Then What?
"I start them off with some Joan
Baez and then move them on to
Peter, Paul and Mary doing early
Bob Dylan."
Alt, the answer, my friend, that is
blowin' in the wind.
"Exactly."

conservative."
Why?
"Because it is easier to give
someone the finger than a helping
hand."
How true, how true. Especially
when someone bites your hand.
"Of course. Just look at that poor
devil over there."
He pointed at a gray-bearded man
whose dripping tears formed a pool
on the floor.
"He did it all-- chased by redneck
rustic in Selma and marched with
Dr. King to Montgomery. Took a
brick to the head in Marquette Park
and was tear-gassed in Grant Park.
And now you know what he has to
show for it?"
What?

Just then the door to the glass
room opened and a woman came out
lustily singing: "How many roads
must a man walk down before they
call him a man? ... How many years
must some people exist before they're allowettto be free? ... The answer
is blowin' ..."

"His yuppie son supports Pat
Buchanan, his yuppie daughter
blames him for her share of the
national debt and he was mugged by
two guys who offered to clean his
windshield. And now the O.J. fallout."

She smiled, flashed a peace sign
and walked out the door with her
head held high.
"See," Dr. Kookie said.
That's it? Some Peter, Paul and
Mary?
"Oh, no. They don't all respond
like that. Some are too far gone.

What grief. He must be beyond
help.
"Nonsense. I'll have him cured
before lunchtime."
Really?
"Absolutely. I have a liberal-pain

They require much more intense
treatment, stronger medicine."
Prozac? Zoloft?
'No much heavier. The Greatest
Hits of the Weavers.'"
Pete Seeger and the Weavers?
"Yes, live in concert."
And they follow the drinking
gourd and ask Michael to row the
boat ashore?
"Yes, hallelujah."
That is very heavy. You mean
that if I had a hammer, I'd hammer
out danger, I'd hammer out a warning,I'd hammer out love between all
of my brothers and my sisters, all
over this land?
"Exactly. And remember, it's the
hammer of justice and the bell of
freedom."
It doesn't get any heavier than
that. Unless ... no, you wouldn't.
"Yes, I would. Look at them
now."
They were all standing and singing and clapping their hands And
looking enraptured.
You're actually giving them Pete
Seeger and the Weavers doing "This
Land is Your Land"? That is beyond
heavy. Aren't you worried about an
overdose? They'll be putting up
FDR and JFK posters.
The door opened and they
marched out, singing: " ... from
California to the New York Island,
from the redwood forest to the gulf
stream water ... this land was made
for you and me."
Smiling, Dr. Kookie said: "A
complete cure."
Amazing. But do you also offer a
form of musical treatment for depressed conservatives?
"No."
Why not?
"They just don't have rhythm."
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Oct. 13 — Providence (R.1.) Journal-Bulletin on lobbying
, Congress:
Rep. James Longley, Republican of Maine, has met some criticism at home for his support of cuts in various federal programs.
Recently, for example, demonstrators from the National Council of
Senior Citizens picketed his Portland office to protest his vote in
favor of Speaker Newt Gingrich's program to overhaul Medicare.
As politicians say, it goes with the territory.
But when Congressman Longley took a closer look at the NCSC,
he unearthed some interesting numbers. During the year ending in
June 1994 the NCSC took in $77 million in revenue. Of that nearly
$73 million was provided by taxpayer funds. Or put another way:
Whether you like it or not, you have been paying for the political
lobbying activities of the NCSC and a host of other advocacy
organizations.
The NSCS asserts that its lobbying budget is underwritten by
dues, not tax money, but that's just sophistry: A huge foundation of
federal funds makes up any difference left by the use of dues or
donations. When tax money is given to political organizations, of
any stripe, and is used for blatant political purposes — such as lobbying Congress for more taxpayer subsidies! — it undermines the
integrity of the nation's tax system and contributes to the public's
cynicism about government.

Oct. 6 — The Post and Courier, Charleston, S.C., on term
limits vote:
Freshman- senators got a promise from Majority Leader Bob Dole
for a vote this year on term limits. Now, citing budget distractions,
most of those senators are seeking to delay that vote until spring.
This is a bellwether issue on which senators should be put on the
record without further delay.
Term limits, a major component of the Republican Contract with
America, failed to gain the necessary two-thirds majority in the
House last March by 63 votes. Nevertheless, the vote served a purpose by measuring support for the proposal.

The decision by Sen. Sam Nunn
(D-Ga.) not to seek reelection next
year is another stunning blow to the
Democratic Party and additional
proof that if the party leadership
doesn't abandon its liberal political
and social agenda it may soon be
relegated to permanent minority
status. While many have spoken of
the "likelihood" of Sen. Nunn's
reelections, polls show him favored
by just 36 percent of registered
voters.

That this is not an inside-theBeltway phenomenon is indicated
by the number of state legislative
bodies — 52 — now controlled by
Republicans. Democrats have lost
20 of these legislative bodies since
Clinton became President.
Every congressional Southern
Democrat up for reelection has
chosen to retire. Nationally,eight of
15 Democratic senators whose
terms are expiring have said they
won't run again. That's the largest
number of senators from a single
party in this century who have
chosen to throw in the towel and not
run again.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP, Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN, WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
•

Eleven freshman signed the letter to delay the vote. ...
Shuttling the issue aside this year would make the statement that
even supporters in the Senate view term limits as a subject they can
address at their leisure. Considering the public mood, we'd say that
would be an erroneous conclusion.

Lights out for Democrats?

The figures testifying to the
growing weakness of Democrats
and their party are astounding. According to the Republican National
Committee, 39 congressional
Democrats have either resigned or
retired since the election of President Clinton. Another five, including two U.S. senators, have become
Republicans.

Oct. 16 — Austin (Texas) American-Statesman on aid to
Mexico:
President Clinton's decision to help bail out the Mexican economy despite congressional criticism has clearly helped Mexico
weather the incredible string of disasters she has suffered recently.
Stability and progress in Mexico can only redound to the good of
both Mexico and the United States. ...
No one can prevent natural disasters such as earthquakes and
hurricanes that have recently devastated parts of Mexico. But economic disruption is just as devastating as natural disasters and,
unrelieved, only adds to the difficulties posed by political and
social upheaval.
The $12.5 billion loaned to Mexico is clearly a success, and it
has been reported by The New York Times that the further $7.5
billion that had been promised probably won't be necessary.
Indeed, the U.S. Treasury has already received $470 million in
interest as well as one early repayment of principal on the loan.
Mexican President Ernesto Zedillo managed that by a bond issue on
private markets.
Arranging such a bond issue wouldn't have been likely if the
American loan package hadn't helped stop the peso's free fall.

To forgo a similar Senate vote, even one sure to fail, is to invite
speculation the agenda has changed since the 1994 election that
swept conservative Republicans into power in Congress. Most
Democrats and some Republicans are reportedly opposed to the
bill, which would limit senators to 12 consecutive years in office.

What should concern Democrats
is the reasons given by many of the
retirees — and some of the hidden
ones behind the stated reasons.
When 'Maine State Rep. June

much left the Democratic Party as
the party had left him.

CAL'S THOUGI ITS

Democrats," she said. "I don't believe the average citizens outside
Augusta would be."
When he switched from Democrat to Republican last May, Alabama State Rep.Steve Flowers said,
room,
"I do not believe there is
or any future, for a conservative in
the Democratic Party."

Mcresannounced her decision at the
end of last month to quit the
Democratic Party and become a
Republican (making Maine the 21st
state legislative body to change
from Democrat to Republican since
Clinton's election), she said,"Opinions contrary to those of party
leaders are not well-received at the
Democratic caucuses. While technically I was free to express ideas of
importance to me and my constituents, it was like talking to the
wind. Nobody listened. I need a
forum that allows frank discussions
of issues important to my district."
Metes said that the values held by
Republicans are more closely
aligned with her own and those of
her family. "I have not been very
comfortable with the agenda that is
being pursued by the legislative

In Georgia, the revolution has
reached the Public Service Commission,whose chairman,Bob Durden, announced his switch to the
GOP,also in May. "I want to stress
that I have not changed." said
Durden. "It is the Democratic Party
that has changed. Big government is
not the solution to our problems. In
fact, big government is the problem." Sounds like another great
party-switcher, Ronald Reagan,
who observed that he hadn't so

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters Mutt be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Leiters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or rejett any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Meanwhile, national Democratic
leaders remain where many have
been since the 1960s: favoring
higher taxes and more spending,
promoting narrow interests instead
of the general welfare and treating
any attempt to put big government
on a diet by cutting outmoded
programs or wasteful spending as a
direct assault on the poor, the
elderly and the handicapped. House
Minority Leader Richard Gephardt
and company continue to chant the
tired mantra that Republicans want
to reduce taxes and cut spending to
give breaks to "the rich" and penalize "working people," and that the
Republican Party is dominated, in
Vice President Al Gore's words, by
"extremists."
No wonder President Clinton's
handlers are repositioning him as a
centrist, even a conservative. No
wonder that Mrs. Clinton is mostly
kept under wraps. This strategy
might work, were it not for sufficient videotape of the President
promoting a leftist agenda — from
abortion on demand, to gays in the
military, tax increases and more —
that reveals him for what he is.
If the Democratic Party is to be
revived, it must get rid of the Pat
Schroeders, Barney Franks, Dick
Gephardts, David Boniors and the
Clintons. Otherwise, it will be indelibly identified with the far left,
which can only benefit Republicans
as more and more disenchanted
Democrats leave the party.
Will the last Democrat to depart
please turn out the lights?
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LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director

Today Editor

Tootsie Roll Drive planned

Knights of Columbus will conduct its annual Tootsie Roll Drive at
various locations throughout Murray on Friday and Saturday, Oct.
20 and 21. Proceeds derived from gifts through this distribution will
be brought back directly into the community with 90 percent of the
net proceeds being presented to the local W.A.T.C.H. Center and 10
percent going to Kentucky Mental Retardation Foundation. This 10
percent portion is used as seed money in procuring grants to purchase large ticket items for use throughout the state. Most notable in
this area would he the vans which have been purchased through this
program to transport the workers to the local W.A.T.C.H. Center.

Republicans announce events
Calloway County Republican Past Chairman Homer Bullard has
announced a rally for Larry Forgy, Tom Handy, Will Scott, a
Steve Crabtree on Friday, Oct. 20, at 5 p.m. at Benton Courthous
Square. (Note change in place from previous announcement) There
will he no charge. This will be followed by a caravan by all C.4rs to
Humphreys Tobacco Warehouse on 12th Street in Mayfield for
another rally that evening. Refreshments will be provided. Also a
parry is schuled for Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Youth Center plans celebration
Main Street Youth Center will celebrate its eighth anniversary On
Saturday, Oct. 21. A cookout and open house will be from 5 p.m. to
rnidnictht. Featured will be the Voices of Praise. The center is a
recreational center for teens at 205 North Fourth St., Murray. The
community is invited. MSYC is a United Way agency.

Kirksey Methodists plan bazaar and sale
Kirk-e United Methodist Church will hold a craft bazaar and
hake sale on Saturday, Oct. 21, from 9 a.m, to noon at Annex of
Callossa ,, County Public Library. Halloween, fall, Christmas, and
year r.,und items will be available as well as a varierty of baked
goods.

CCHS will issue report cards
Callway County High School will issue report cards for the first
nine ss,_•eks period in the homerooms on Friday afternoon, Oct. 20.
Jerry Ainley, principal, said all parents and guardians should be
expe ling their report cards to be brought home Friday.

Gospel singing on Saturday
A
singing featuring The Gospel Four

will be at Custom
c)1; Saturday, Oct. 21, from 5 to 7 p.m. The public is
irolt,:•1 to ,attend

Oaks Club plans event on Sunday
(..untry Club will have a chili scramble for members only
on Sunday. Oct. 22, at 1 p.m. For information call Wanda Brown,
charrman, at the pro shop, 753-6454.

DONNA HERNDON photo

Lois Pharr's, left, chair of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club,
and Alice Koenecke, right, vice chair, enjoyed visiting with connie Alexander, noted local playwright and author, after her presentation at the
September meeting of Alpha Department. The department will meet
Saturday, Oct. 21, at 10 a.m. at the club house. Robert Allen will present readings from his new book to be released this spring.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals and two expirations
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Oct. 17, haye
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Georgia McIntosh and baby
boy, Cadiz; Mrs. Margaret McCuan,
Farmington;
Brad Thompson, Dover, Tenn.;
Mark Wilson, Louisville; Mrs. Hazel
Wainscott and Charles Fine, Benton;
Mrs. Michelle Allen and baby girl,
Kirksey; Kenneth Steelman, Hazel;
Mrs Clinton Rowlett, Mrs. Belinda
McGee. Mrs. Iva Shepard, Mrs. Betty
WillOarris, Mrs Manan Cook, Mrs. Shirley Paschall,
Mrs. Johnnie Robinson, Mrs. Mary
Balentine, Mrs. Kathy Alexander, Mrs.
Clara Jankos, James Stahler, and Aaron Vickery, all of Murray.
Expirations
Earl Wilson, Hazel, Brown Tucker,
Murray
• • • •
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Oct. 18, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Snulligan baby boy, parents, Joanna
and Chivas, Hazel;

--Puckett baby boy, mother, Samantha, Murray:
Holmes baby boy, mother, Toni,
Murray;
Cossey baby, girl, parents, Shelia
and Kenneth. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs Edith Bennett and baby girl,
and Joe Bucy, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Anita
Sins and baby boy, Hardin;
Cecil Hargis and Von Bailey, Kirksoy. Jimmy Pritchett and Walter Hargrove, Dexter; Mrs. Tami Cavanah and
baby boy, Benton;
Miss Mary Schneiderman, Mrs. Dorothy LaFever, Don Nix, Mrs. Barbara
Lovins,
Thomas Cathay, Edgar Maddox,
Mickey Boggess, and Miss Lorene Falwell, all of Murray.
•

•

•

•

On Halloween, you can bring
the kids under 12 trick or treating
to the library between the hours
of 5 to 8 p.m. to get a treat.
My great aunt (the one who
talked to the t.v.) used to crochet
as a hobby. She made tablecloths
out of white cotton crochet
thread. Took forever to finish
one, but she had the time and it
kept her hands busy while she
excoriated those who dwelt in the
world of daytime dramas.
What I learned from her work
is that no one really appreciates
the amount of labor that goes into
a large craft project. An embroidered Christmas tree ornament will
get a lot more admiration per
hour of labor involved than a
quilt will.
Speaking of embroidered
Christmas tree ornaments, check
the cover of Leisure Arts' Best
250 Christmas Quickies. Quickies
is filled with tiny projects that
take from 30 minutes to a couple
of hours to complete. And they
are each and every one as cute as
buttons, (Did I say that? I must
be slippin'.) At the worst, the
projects are taswteful and welldesigned. At their best, they can
be tiny jewels brightening someone's holidays.
Or, you might want to look at
Decorating for Christmas from
The Home Decorating Institute.
Here we're talking about decorative items like wreaths, candle
holders, stockings and such. The
designs are all very tasteful and
restrained. (No Santas on black
velvet this year.) 1 was particularly impressed by the instructions
'that went with each project.

They're brief but clear and complete with excellent illustrations.
If you're better in the kitchen
than you are behind the glue gun,
try Quick & Tasty Christmas
Gifts from Leisure Arts.
Back to the idea of smaller is
nicer (and easier), Tasty is filled
with easy recipes such as "Sweet
and Hot Pickles." Take a gallon
jar of hamburger dill slices, drain
them, mix them with six cups of
sugar, three teaspoons of chopped
garlic, one to two teaspoons of
hot suace and eight dried red
chile peppers. Put this back into
the gallon jar that the pickles
came from and wait for two days.
I may have to try that. All
three books arc highly
recommended.
Come on down and see what's
new this week at the library.
•
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The Scarlet Lotter
R 1:30 4:05 7:00 9:40
Jade
R 1:30 3:30 7:15 9.15
Strange Days
R 1:30 4:15 7:05 9:45
Assassins
R 3:30 and 9:05 only
The Big Green
PG 1:30 and 7:05 only
Seven
R 1:30 3:55 7:15 9:40
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Up To

%OFF

with ZERO% Interest
for One Full Year

**St e Stores
For
•

Limited Stock on Hang!! Malley One-of-a-Kind Items.
Merchandise varies per store. Best Values will go first!
Ladies
Fashion
Cocktail

Two
Carats*

4v4ftvi&
I

2 or 3 Row
Anniversary
Band

400_
$599rlgooteirtv,oN1
Your Choice
One Carat*

14K Heart
Charm
Bracelet
or "Taz" Charm

Your Choice
Special Close-Out Price!

ZERO% Interest
for One Full Year!

FREE!
Christmas Layaway!

* SCR' StOtt••

* iv, •

5%,.4111

41.01.11- ..111.111.'ki
1;111,
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.
11 11100
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JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills • Murray
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AA meetings
announced

$FALL P

• FRINGE BENEFITS•
Hair & NaiL5
October 24th - October 28th
6041/2 Broad Era • Murray • 759-1874 or 753-1137
HAIR

(

\;'
t•

•

•
•

NAIL CARE SPECIALS )(

NAILS

HAIR CARE SPECIALS )

Tues. - Book a hand spa manicure or foot spa
pedicure
c! and receive gift certificate for one

Tues - Perm Special $2995 & up. Color Special
525(X)

Wed. - Beautiful natural nails w/calc-ium capping
gel. Book today $15.00'
Thurs. - Book one acrylic service and get 2nd 1/2
price.(Perfect for you and friends) Plus 2 FREE
bottles of polish.
Fri. - Book an aromatic spa pedicure for Sib
(Great for stress relief).
One FREE nail art w/any service

Wed - Brolage Blend professional scalp therapy
and spa hair wrap receive 1/2 price personalize
therapy take home.

Thurs
Book a haircut, receive FREE deep
conditioning treatment with cut or a FREE
child's cut
Fri

Shampoo & Set Special $5.00.

Sat. - Receive 20% off any hair care products.
FRU facial day for any service you booked
during the week.
--

I

'Life is Worth a Few Fringe Benefits.'

The Murray Group of Alcoholics Anonymous has released its
schedule of meetings held at the
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
The schedule is as follows:
Sunday - closed discussion, 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.;
Monday • closed special interest study, 8 p.m.;
Tuesday - closed discussion, 8
p.m.;
Wednesday - closed discussion, 11 a.m.;
Thursday - no meeting;
Friday - open for newcomers/
beginners, 8 p.m.;
Saturday - open with speaker
and also Al-Anon meeting, 8 p.m.
For more information about the
AA call 753-8136 or 435-4314.

II

or untqUe
g"rprizeb tach
door
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SNATI11111
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

RECYCLE — KEEP OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN

•

1-800-432-9346
, wavwcAmefal MAW 111:30IJRCES

Get the
credit
you want.

•

Cleaver-Powers vows
will be said Nov. 10
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Cleaver of Hopkinsville and Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Powers of Poteau, Okla., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their children, Lisa Jane Cleaver and Jason
Hall Powers.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Golliver
of Troy, Mo., and Mrs. Josephine Cleaver of Murray and the late
Cecil Cleaver.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. John Olds
of Paris, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Flary Powers of Old Hickory, Tenn.
Miss Cleaver, a 1989 graduate of Christian County High School,
received her Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Education from
Harding University in 1993. She is presently employed by Pennyrilc
Citizens Bank, Hopkinsville.
Mr. Powers is a graduate of Metro Christian High School, Fort
Smith, Ark. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Business Management from Harding University in 1993. He is presently employed
by Union Planters Bank, Nashville, Tenn.'
The wedding will be Friday, Nov. 10, 1995, at Southside Church of
Christ, Hopkinsville.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
After a trip to Gatlinburg, Tenn., the couple will reside in Nashville, Tenn.

*

.•

Lisa Jane Cleaver
and Jason Hall Powers

CALENDAR
Thursday, Oct. 19
influenza Vaccine Clinic/7:30 a.m.-4
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Calloway County High School Sitebased Decision Making Council/6:30
p.m./school library.
Murray Civitan Club/6 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Hazel Woman's Club/7 p.m./Hazel
Community Center.
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6 p.m./Holiday Inn.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 753-6026, or Nancy,
753-7405.
Murray Kennel Club/7:30
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Support Group fof Blind/6
p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
TOPS KY #469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Ubrary.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
First Christian Church Singles
Support/Study Group/7 p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church R.C.I.A./7

d get
25% off
regular-priced
Purchases.
Apply for a JCPenney charge account now through
October 30 and receive your Shopping Spree Certificate
good on regular-priced purchases throughout the store.*

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

Pter nney
I IV GS

f=a

11-4

-T--

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Murray
p.rrt.
Woman of the Moose/7
.
p.m./lodge hall.
MSU Wind Ensemble concert/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Wrath*, West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

We are honored that
Teri Madrick,
and
Wade Wing,
.cl
have chosen their
stoneware, flatware and
decorative accessories
• :! through our bridal registry.
tkl) Ted and Wade will
0-1 married Nov.11. be
1995.
=1

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8-6
Sun. 1-5
1495. 4 C Penney Company. Inc

If you alma* have a JCPenney charge account. you can still cash in on 25% sayings with your Shopping Spree Certificate. Out hurry.
Offer expires October 30,1.56.5!.Your.
Sates Meads*for detail...11a price break is offered on items purchased every day m multiples of two or more,the customer MN receive 25%
off the induced price.
INscosint apgAlse only 10'pular-priced merchandise and is limited to JCPeriney store stock M hand.lre certificate dose not apply to these
kerne: Manee,Smooth Musloiren*,
Cosmetic Dept.. Catalog(Catalog Dept., Catalog Phone Orders, Catalog Outlet Stores). Men's & Young Men's Lori's* Jeans, No Fere Sportswear,
Gucci' WatChell, Fleldcrose Royal
Saber Taws%I srn MmeJleie merchandise. Value Right merchandise or Clearance nwrchandlee. The cortleoste is not valid when presented
with my other JCPeriney
couporPirPosts,end canna,be used for payment on account or redeemed for cash. As always, credit purchases are sublect to review. Cash
value 1/20 of one cent

4. Casa(lei
:op) 1100 ChestnutSot
St.
753-1133

Friday, Sept. 15
Murray Christian Women's Club
luncheon/noon at Seven Seas.
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-to 2 p.m.
for senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m. and Bridge Club/1
p.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Stroke Support Group of Murray.
Galloway County Hospital/2
p.m./private dining room.
Info/762-1100.
Health Express of MCCH/Uncle Joe's
Store, Dover, Tenn./9-11:30 a.m. and
Bob's Corner, New Concord/1-3 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Benefit gospel singing for Brooks and
Sara Simmons/7 p.m./Grove Junior
High School, Paris, Tenn.
Quad State Strings Festival/7
p.m./Curris Center Ballroom, MSU.
Free and open to public.
Bull Bust '95/West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/762-3125.
Cub Scout Sleeporee/6:30
p.m./National Scouting Museum.
In1o/762-3383.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
LBL events include National Homecoming Ride/8 a.m./Wrawnglers
Campground; Night Visual/7:30-9:30
p.m./Nature
Station.
Info/1-502-924-5602.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, III. Info/1-800-935-7700,

Please Sbpport
Your United Way.
UnlaiselSVasi

102t

AszA AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us for Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Don't cheat YOURSELF ow buying carpet' Without oPer Ingalabon. Your
ca'Pet
other boor covering tell not look as beautiful and Mar*/ will not last as long
Kis sell all 1st quahry carpor. vrnyl. No and hardwood

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jim

Hwy 641

X

Melannie Lue Hamilton
and Trevarr Lee Myatt

Hamilton and Myatt
wedding to be Dec. 2
Jackie and Nancy Hamilton of Mayfield announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Melannie Lue Hamilton,
to Trevarr Lee Myatt, son of Sammy and Kathy Myatt of Wingo.
Miss Hamilton is the granddaughter of Lochndge Hamilton of Mayfield. the late. Ruth Hamilton and the-late J.T. and Manic Lue Cooper.
Mr. Myatt is the grandson of Mrs. Lucille Myatt of Wingo, the late
Kirvin Myatt and the late John and Alta Edwards.
The bride-elect, a 1989 graduate of Graves County High School, is
a 1993 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor's degree
in nursing. She is employed at New Beginnings Birthing Center at
PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
The groom-elect, a 1985 graduate of Wingo High School, attended
Murray State University. He is employed at General Tire in Mayfield.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Dec. 2, 1995, at
4:30 p.m. at West Broadway Baptist Church, Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Witnesses to
hold events
Announcement has been made
of a one-day assembly for Jehovah's Witnesses on Saturday,
Oct. 21, at Vanderburgh Auditorium Convention Center, 715
Locust St.. Evansville, Ind. .
This event will attract Witnesses from all of Western Kentucky
and Southern Indiana. Approximately 1,900 ae expected to
attend.
The program will focus on the
theme, "Qualified as Ministers of
the Good News."
According to a local spokesman, "there are certain requirements for being a preacher of the
'good news' of God's Kingdom.
We look forward to these gatherings to sharpen our skills as
ministers of God. All persons,
young and old alike, will be
helped to appreciate the necessity
to preach and the blessings that
come both to ourselves and to
those who listen to us."
An added feature of the
assembly program will be a
Bible-based talk directed to new
Witnesses, followed by a
baptism.
A visiting speaker from the
world headquarters of the Witnesses in Brooklyn, N.Y., will
close the assembly by giving the
principal talk on the subject,
"Qualified and Equipped as
God's Ministers."
The sessions will begin at 9:45
a.m. and conclude at 4 p.m. All
interested persons are invited.
There is no admission charge.

Serving as the 1995-96 Leadership Team for Women's Missionary Union
of Blood River Baptist Association are, pictured, from left, Debra Milton, Lakeview Church, Mission Friends Consultant; Wen, Hamlett,
New Harmony Church, Actions Consultant; Vonda Gibson, Memorial
Church, G.A. Consultant; Opal Glitner, Murray First Church, W.M.U.
Director; Estelle Gray, Murray First Church, Women on Mission Consultant. Not pictured are Alene Ashly, New Harmony Church, Assistant
Acteen Consultant; Grade Erwin, Kirksey Church, Ethnic LanguageCulture Consultant; and June Crider, Elm Grove Church, secretarytreasurer. The first quartely meeting of the new church year will be
Monday, Nov. 6, at 9 a.m. at Benton First Missionary Baptist Church.
The meeting will feature conferences with missionaries who will be In
the area for World Mission Conference on Nov. 5. A potluck lunch will
be served at noon. All Interested persons are invited to attend.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

30 Yrs. Experience

1'): Wes South ol Murray to Tom Taykr Road ROI 1500 yank

4

NEFIDLIDIES
Professional Full Service Salon

753-0882
4Matrix. Dixielan
d Center
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Fall Into Savings During

gnIgDT'S
of Murray
Anniversary Sale
30% off

Suits & Coats
A Large Selection

A Good Selection

Sportswear

Sweaters

1
1
/4- /3 off

25%

Off

Names Like:
Liz & Company, Jones New York,
That's Me, Lucia and City Girl

21:4
Elaine Keel, brideelect ofDarren Parker,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Elaine and Darren
will be married November 4, 1995.

knIght

1/4 1/3 Off

Denim

Dresses

25% off

1/4-1/2 orr
Shoes & Boots

25%

Off

(Excluding Naturalimrs & Easy Spint)

"We Know What You Like At Brights!

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-5:30, Fri. 9:30-8:30, Sat.
9:30-5:00, Sun. 1-5

Court Square • Murray
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•
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Mikulcik elected representative.at school
Theology.
At Saint Meinrad, priesthood
students follow an educational
and formation program that is
completed over five years.
Mikulcik, 26. is a graduate of

ST. MEINRAD, Ind. — Kenneth Mikulcik of Murray, Ky.,
has been elected Spiritual Life
Representative of the "fourth year
class" by his fell classmates at
Saint Meinrad School of

Carol A. Block, EA

Tax Shop
Bookeeping • Payroll • Income Taxes

753-4668
Southside Shopping Center

".
.N, rs, •

the University of Missouri at Rolla and a member of St. Leo
Catholic Parish, Murray.
Saint Meinrad School of
Theology has been preparing
leaders for the Roman Catholic
Church for more than 140 years,
offering graduate-level courses
for students seeking degrees and
continuing education.
Students studying for the
priesthood at Saint Meinrad
prusue a Master of Divinity
degree. Lay and religious students can earn either a Master of
Arts (Catholic Thought and Life)
or a Master of Theological
Studies.

Annazette Field, left, Ways and Means Chairman, and Helen Campbell,
president, of Alpha MU 14760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International sorority, are shown completing readiness for the recent Trash and Treasure
Sale held at the home of Helen Boughton. All funds raised will be
divided among local charities. Another sale will be held soon at the
home of Annazette.

Kenneth Mikulcik

Free review & estimate of fees.
Fall Savings At

HOLLAND DRUG
20% off

AMVETS list events

Halloween Decorations
•Painted Flower Pots •Burlap Scarecrows
•Fall Flags & Afghans •Sunflower Hat Boxes

Three new members were
inducted in the AMVETS Post 45
Auxiliary during the meeting on
Sunday, Oct. 1, at the post home
on Highway 79 at Paris Landing,
Tenn.
Jan Doall, auxiliary chaplain,
conducted the induction ceremony for Joyce Sylvis, Maretta
Hoggard and Lynn Stennett.
Presiding was Jane McCuiston,
president.
Plans were made for a Halloween party fund-raiser on Oct. 28
at the post. This will be in the
form of a Fall Festival with a fortune teller, games, booths, cake
walk, dungeon and costume judging. Persons are asked to call
Wincie Wright to volunteer to
help. Hot dogs and chili will be
served.
Child Welfare Chairman Janet
Gibson outlined plans for the
annnual underprivileged children's Christmas party to be held
Dcc. 16 from 1 to 3 p.m. She also
gave a report on the annual picnic
held at the KOA campgrounds in
September.
Faye Harris, White Clover
chairman, said members were to
participate in the first White
Clover sale of the season on Oct.
14 in Murray. White clovers are
the AMVETS flower sold as a
fund raiser for community service
projects.
Brenda Leach; Americanism
officer, urged all members to participate in the Christmas MAIL

109 South 4th St.
Downtown Murray
Bob Dunn, R.Ph. • 753-1462

Mrs. Bethel Wilkerson, seated right, is pictured with four other generations in her family. Greg Black, left, great-grandson of Mrs. Wilkerson,
holds his son, Aaron Black, great-great-grandson of Mrs. Wilkerson.
Second left is Kathy Black, granddaughter of Mrs. Wilkerson, mother of
Greg and grandmother of Aaron. At right is Barbara Lamb, daughter of
Mrs. Wilkerson, grandmother of Greg, great-grandmother of Aaron, and
mother of Kathy.

"Your One Stop Autumn Shop"
.Corn Stalks •Pumpkins -Indian Corn
'Mums •Straw -Fall Gift Items
Fall Bulbs Have Arrived!

Why Give the Shirt off
Your Back for Heating,
Cooling and Hot Water?

geofurnaceSwine:41ns

Don't Forget To
Pick Up Your Fall
Display Package

A

Starling
at

GEOTHERMAL
HEATING, COOLING
AND HOT WATER

$1995

407 North 12th Street

For More Information Please Call

753-1725

When Up to 65%
Energy Savings Are
Right Under Your Feet!

Mon.-Sat. 8-5

Geolurnace Midwest
753-1319

CALL program. They are asked
to address the envelope, Mail for
Our Military, return address
AMVETS Auxiliary 45, 14365
Hwy. 79 N, Buchanan, TN
38222, write a short message on
the card and sign your name.
These cards must be turned in
by the Nov. 5th meeting, so they
can get to the shipping point in
time to be distributed to the different military bases throughout the
world during the Christmas
season.
Auxiliary 45 and member Sarah Wofford received special recognition from the 1994 national
organization for their participation. Those wishing to come to
the club on Friday evenings in
October at 6 p.m. to address
cards are welcome. Jeanne DeLuca chairs the committee to sell
hamburgers at the club each Friday evening.
Scholarships given by the
auxiliary so far this year have
been received by Nami Gibson,
daughter of Janet Gibson, and
student at Murray State University; Rae Jean Roach, sister of Sandy Overman, student at UT Martin; Scott Moulton, grandson of
Bonnie Scott, student at Eastern
Carolina University. Scholarship
chairman is Jeanie Paschall.
Members attending the national
convention in Cincinnati, Ohio,
were Marcie Tate, Sue Givens,
Faye Harris and Bonnie Scott,
state president.

Chest

FOI

753NNE

MILLION DOLLAR JEWELRY SALE

100

A well known Western Kentucky Jewelry Store will be testing the Calloway County market this Sunday,October 21. We are looking for a new area to expand and Murray is our first
option.THIS SUNDAY ONLY,we have rented a space for a day to set up all of our fine jewelry,solid gold and genuine diamonds.Come on out and show your support. We will set up
in the lobby of"FAMILY HAIRCARE"in the Olympic Shopping Plaza acrossfrom Stewart Stadium from 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.6 HOURS ONLY!Come in and see our excellent selection
and guaranteed best prices you have ever seen.These prices will be so low we will accept cash,check(with 2 ID's)and major credit cards.The items and prices listed below are just a
small sample of what we will have in the lobby of "FAMILY HAIRCARE" this Sunday from 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., 6 hours only.

KY.

SAVE YOUR MONEY TILL SUNDAY, THEN SAVE THOUSANDS MORE!
Art For Illustration Only

solid Gold Charm
Bracelets
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Sunday
Only
....

i
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Beautiful Sterling
•--, „SW Noah's Ark

3900
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Sunday
Only
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Ladies Diamond Stud
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'-.•;\,7 Diamond Cluster
• ._ • ---I On A Wide Band
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Only

16900
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Only
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Only
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Ring
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Sunday Only
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Only
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Sunday
Only
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Sunday
Only

Beautiful
2 Ct. Diamond

$29900
Getting Engaged? Ladies
1/2 Ct. Round Diamond

Engagement Ring

- '
Sunday
Only

$24000

$7600

$5000

.H, Tennis Bracelet

Gents 1/3 Ct. Diamond
Solitaire in A Heavy
Nugget Band

Necklace

.V"

Sunday
Only

$25000

Solid Gold
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18 In Rope
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Beautiful
1/4 Ct. Diamond
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$7500
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Sunday
Only

$54500
Solid Gold
Heart Nugget

-Earrings
$799

Sunday
Only

Earrings

$1200

Sunday
Only

Solid Gold
20 In. Herringbone

,:,.- :,-,

V,— •

: Engagement Ring
Sunday
Only

$6000°

Bring in your old broken and
worn out rings & chains. You
can trade for new chains or
diamond rings.
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,.v1Gents
-,

Your Choice of Styles
Nugget & Diamond
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Sunday
Only

Rings

$3900
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Only
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Solid Gold
Small Hoop

Earrings
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Only
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, 1 Ct. Diamond
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Only
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Rings,
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Sunday
Only
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Tennis Bracelet
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Earrings
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Solid Gold
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Only
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Onyx & Diamond
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El 1/2 Ct. Diamond Stud
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Clusters

Sunday
Only
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Ladies 1 Ct. Diamond
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, On A Filagree Band
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Little Miss
7 Diamond

$3900
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56040 Diamond Buttercup
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Solid Gold
Diamond Cut Rope

Sunday
Only

Necklace
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Dome Ring

Bracelet

$

..--.---18 Inch Rope

Solid Gold
Diamond Cut

'
'
•111.1.00
Sunday
Only

5500 ,,0
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Solid Gold
7 In. Herringbone

i
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1/4Ct. Anniversary Band
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All Of These Prices
Are The Real Deal.
Every Item Is Solid
Gold & Diamonds

999

Thousands of Items
On Sale At
Unbelievable Prices!
Too Many To List

,_

Sunday
Only

Braceliit§

Sunday
Only
Now $1

BEST SELLER

.,_.,

':,Diamond Solitaire

Solid Gold 7 Inch
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Murray quarterback Allen Thompson is brought down by a Mayfield defender in last week's 34-7 district win by the
Cardinals at Ty Holland Field.
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Tigers mending bodies, minds
before matchup with Ballard
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
After a hard-hitting 34-7 loss to Mayfield last Friday, Murray coach Rick Fisher declared Monday a day
of rest.
Fisher gave his team, which came out of the Mayfield game physically banged up and emotionally
spent, the day off Monday, and the team only watched
film Tuesday in an attempt to give the players' bodies
and minds some time to recover before this week's
district game at Ballard Memorial.
"Now is the time we needed some time away,"
Fisher said. "There aren't many times during the year
when you can do that, but it didn't have anything to
do with who we're playing next. We went into the
Mayfield game in the worst shape all year with people
banged up and we came out of it even worse, but a lot
of them will heal up with a little time away and some
therapy.
"I think taking a couple of days off did us some
good because we were zapped out from preparing for
last week's game and then there was the physical
aspect of playing the game," he added.
Two Tiger seniors, Jon Bell and Jeremie Olive, sustained injuries in the Mayfield contest, but should be
back for the contest at Ballard.
"Jon had a slight concussion and Jeremie's got
some sore ribs and a sore ankle," Fisher said. "Jeremie's just coming back from a knee injury and he's
not played the way he's capable of playing because of
these nagging injuries and the fact that he's missed
half of the season. But most of the little injuries we
have will heal themselves in time.

"(Wednesday) was our first practice day, and the
players came back with a pretty good attitude," Fisher
added. "And we think that if we do what we're capable of doing, there's a chance we can play Mayfield
again in the playoffs."
Ballard enters Friday's game at just 1-6, with an 0-2
mark wthc district after last week's 29-7 loss to Fulton County. The Bombers close out the season next
Friday against Mayfield. Murray, meanwhile, is 6-2
overall, 2-1 in district play.
"We're probably their last shot at getting in the
playoffs, and they want to end the year with something positive," Fisher said. "Their coach assured me
that they will be ready to play.
"They've got 26 players on their roster, and in Class
A football, and lot of teams have that many players or
less," Fisher said of Ballard, which had to forfeit its
first game of the season because of a lack of players.
"Some of their better kids didn't come out, but we're
not going to overlook them."
But while Murray won't overlook Ballard, Fisher
said he doesn't intend to build the Bombers into something they're not.
"We pretty much tell our kids straight things, and
the big thing is that they pretty much know who to get
up for," he said. "At this time of the season you've got
to execute and get better each time out because the
things we're doing now we'll be doing for the next
two or three weeks.
"We've got to take care of business because we
want to play at home for the first round of the playoffs, and you can't have any lapses this close to the
end of the season," Fisher said.
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ATLANTA (AP) — The Atlanta Braves and Cleveland Indians
got what they wanted, and all of
baseball may be better off
because of it.
For the first time in almost a
decade, the two best teams in the
majors are meeting in the World
Series.
"I think the right thing happened," Braves manager Bobby
Cox said Wednesday night during
a workout in Atlanta. "I think

this is the way it should be."
All of those worries that wild
cards, expanded playoffs and a
skewed season would mess up the
year turned out to be for naught.
Instead, this October meeting
looks like one of the better ones
in recent memory.
The Indians led the majors in
hitting, scoring and home runs.
Now, following the most
impressive pitching performance
in AL playoffs history, they're
trying to bring the championship
to Cleveland for the first time

Cleveland, Atlanta survive
'95 expanded playoff format
since 1948.
The Braves, who led the
majors in pitching, also are on a
mission. This is their fourth •
straight trip to the postseason,
and they're still looking for the
first title.
"It's going to be the matchup
of the century," Cleveland third
baseman Jim Thome said.

Greg Maddux, certain to win
his record fourth straight Nt
Young Award, will start Game I
for the Braves. Al. playolt
Orel Hershiser, whose 7-1) rc,
is the best in postsea \Ant hi,t,,t
is likely to face him
night. in Atlanta.
"I know the Braves are
1
to be very hungry,"

SCHEDULE

Steelers
run into
Bengals

TODAY

'said.
The last time the two teams
with the two best records
not
including clubs that were tied for
the best marks — met for the title
was 1986, when the New York
Mets beat Boston in a thrilling
seven-gamer.
Meanwhile, it's about time
anyone played in the World
Series.
The last pitch anyone threw at
this time Of year was the one
trout Mitch Williams that Joe

SOCCER
• Second District Girls Final
Lady Tigers vs. Marshall
Ty Holland Field — 600
• Second District Boys Final
Ty Holland Field — 7.30
FRIDAY
FOOTBALL
• Lakers at Tilghman
Paducah — 7:30
• Tigers at Ballard
LaCenter — 7:30

• See Page 11A
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U of L coach keeps Cardinals'
workouts behind closed doors
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

Pittsburgh looks
for ground game
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer

Associated Press photo

Louisville head coach Denny Crum is closing practices while his program tries to recover from the many recent distractions.

LOUISVILLE, Ky
Louisville coach Dennv ( lt:It
looking for perfection in prc.ca
son practice behind ,ioseil door,
I
"We're going to 'Jo
repetition of thing, until
to the point where it v,
to perfect execution than
we've had in quite
said during media
in Cardinal Arena on Wednesday.
Crum also antioun.,.d that
practices will be chel ii
media.
ahi;
"'They will read:.
,OflCvmibajC rin what we-re trv-ine
to do without any distractions
lie said of his players. -It
to me that right now it's iin-rig
tant to do tilat"
tih
Crum said ititc,".
players and coa,hes
to be arranged
through the spill, i;.t. ,
office.

"We're going to be a little
tougher in terms of making players and coaches available to the
media," he said.
Louisville's basketball program has been the subject of sev,ral investigative stories in The
ouisville) Courier-Journal the
past few months. The school's
athletics department has since
brought in an independent investt4ative team to check for any
\t'A,A violations.
Crum said he wasn't punishing
the media with the new policy.
I need every minute of time
to do what I have to do," Crum
said of the closed practices. "If it
inconveniences you to- have to be
(tone alter 3 (p.m.), well I'm soriy tor that. But, that's life.
Sulu: practice began on Oct.
15. Crum said he has been satis1 with the attitude and effort
ot his players.

"I've been real pleased with
the way things are going because
we have a little more experience
to practice against every day," he
said. "We have more depth and it
makes our practices more competitive. Last year one of the things
that hurt us is we had no experience to practice against."
Louisville returns 13 lettermen,
including all five starters from
last year's team that finished
19-14. Among the newcomers are
forward Alex Sanders and guard
Charlie Taylor.
Sanders and Jason Osborne,
who are expected to be the starting forwards, will miss the first
semester because they failed to
--meet academic requirerneins."I'm doing pretty well right
now," Osborne said. "I can keep
playing with the team. That
makes me feel better. I'm getting
back and doing the right things
now."

Coleman seeking
medical opinion
Heart irregularitysidelines forward
NEW YORK (AP) — The
agent for New Jersey Nets forward Derrick Coleman said he
may seek another medical opinion. to confirm the diagnosis
that his client has an irregular
heartbeat.
The New York Times
reported today that Harold MacDonald plans to speak with the
team t6 get the names of the
Boston heart specialists who
examined Coleman last week.
"Everybody has only one
heart," MacDonald said. "I
just want to talk to the specialists and find out who they are
just to be a little more comfortable with the whole thing. It is
his heart and you want to make
sure the diagnosis and treatment
are correct."
Coleman was found to have a

"minor heart irregularity" and
will miss at least the first five
games of the NBA season.
Coleman's problem was
detected by the Nets' medical
staff before training camp
began Oct. 6, but he was
cleared to practice. After a
week, he was retested and sent
to the specialists in Boston.
The Nets have not discussed
Coleman's condition, other than
to say the 28-year-old is taking
medication.
The team said Coleman will
be tested again after two weeks,
and he could resume full workouts two weeks later.
Two prominent basketball
players died this decade
because of heart problems —
Hank Gathers of Loyola Marymount in 1990 and Reggie Lewis of the Boston Celtics in 1993.
Both had myocarditis, a scarring of the heart muscle from
inflammation.

Associated Press ;Mt°

New Jersey forward Derrick Coleman is seeking a second opinion after being diagnosed with a "heart
irregularity" prior to the start of the NBA season.

II See Page 11A

Bills assistant Pitts steps in for Levy
Bills coach recovering
from prostate surgery

MARV LEVY
Sidelined

duo,
25:57,
Marra
Cape C

Hidden Cards

PRO FOOTBALL

PITTSBURGH (AP) — He can
hide, but Neil O'Donnell still
hasn't shown he can run. Of
course, neither have his Pittsburgh Steelers.
As a result, the Steelers will be
looking to regain two longmissing yet integral elements —
the ability to run, and to win —
tonight against the Cincinnati
Bengals in a possibly pivotal
game in the AFC Central race.
"A lot is on the line for us,"
Bengals coach David Shula said.
"We're playing the defending
division champs, a team that was
3 yards away from going to the
Super Bowl last year, a team that
has beaten us I don't know how
many straight times."
That's eight, coach.
Regardless, it should be a turnaround game for someone, if
only because both teams took
wrong turns about a month ago.
After identical 2-0 starts, Cincinnati (2-4) has lost four straight
and Pittsburgh (3-3) has lost
three of four.,
For the Steelers, that turn in
the right direction must come
from a running game that has
mostly run aground after leading
the NFL last season. They are
fourth from the bottom in the
NFL in per-carry average (3.5
yards) and aren't even gaining
yards in the open field.
Case in point: O'Donnell,
returning to the lineup after a
five-week injury layoff, had
nothing but green ahead of him
on a pivotal fourth-down play
late in a 20-16 loss in Jacksonvilii
le on Oct. 8.
But rather than scramble
upheld for the first down,
O'Donnell forced an incompletion into coverage — an inexplicable play that led to an inexplicable loss.
"1 don't know why he didn't
run the ball," offensive coordinator Ron Erhardt said.
Neither does anybody else, as
O'Donnell has hidden out from

Ohio VS
season.
Faith.
McKie

first in I

World Series gets baseball's best
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

McKI
Mum

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) —
Elijah Pius wants to change nothing
during his three-game tenure as head
coach of the Buffalo Bills,
The Bills, riding a five-game winning streak, aren't expected to look any
different with Pius in charge when they
play the New England Patriots on
Monday night. It will be Buffalo's first
game since Mary Levy underwent
surgery Tuesday for prostate cancer.
"I look at this as being thrust into
the position." Pius said. "I have to

continue what he has done, and that s
what I intend to do. I feel I will always
do what he did, and that's put this football team first."
Pitts, 57, officially took over the
team Monday, when Levy left Rich
Stadium for Roswell Park Cancer Institute. Levy, 70, underwent surgery
Tuesday and was listed in satisfactory
condition Wednesday.
Levy, typical of his organized regimen, left his coaching staff game plans
for the next two weeks and will monitor the team by videotape from home.
Levy might be released from the hospital by this weekend.
"Everybody likes Eli," special
teams ace Steve Tasker said. "We get

along with Eli really well, and we're
going to play hard for him. We're
going to be playing hard for Marv, too,
because we know he'll be watching
us.''
Pitts does have several things in his
favor, starting with the team's coaching staff, which averages more than 15
years experience.
Defensive coordinator Wade Phillips
was a. head coach for two seasons at
Denver. Also, Jim Kelly does much of
the play calling and will continue that
responsibility.
"On our staff, we've got a lot of
years of experience," Pitts said. "I
could go to any one of them in any
situation and get- advice about what to

do or what not to do. I will do that if
it's necessary."
Pitts took over the Bills at a crucial
point in their season. Buffalo, with a
5-1 record, is leading the AFC East.
The Bills have three road games
against New England, Indianapolis and
Miami in Levy's absence.
Three victories under Pius' directlen
would put the Bills in command of the
division with an 8-1 record by the time
Levy returns Nov. 12 against Atlanta.
Three losses would be a major disappointment heading into the last seven
games of the season.
"Everybody on this football team
respects Eli Pitts, and that's the biggest
thing," veteran center Kent Hull said.
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Clippers top Dallas
112-91 in Louisville

BRIEFS
McKinney OVC co-runner of the week
Murray State cross country runner Jason McKinney has received
Ohio Valley Conference runner of the week for the second time this
season. McKinney shares the honor with Morehead State runner Jeff
Faith.
McKinney, leading the Racers for the sixth week in a row, finished
first in the Southeast Missouri Invitational Saturday in Cape Girardeau, Mo. McKinney finished the eight-kilometer race with a time of
25:57, giving him his second meet victory this fall.
Murray State will compete in the OVC championships Oct. 27 in
Cape Girardeau

SPORTS ROUNDUP
BASEBALL

TENNIS
BRIGHTON, England (AP) —
Troubled SHIM Graf, playing her

NEW YORK (AP) — G•n•
Michael, facing the prospect of a
$200,000 pay cut, resigned as gen
oral manager of the New York Yank
ees and became the team's director
of major league scouting New York
had a $600.000 option on M•chael,
but instead of exercising the option.
Steinbrenner offered Michael a
$400000 salary to remain as GM
next year Michael, who had been
GM since 1990, decided to take a
$200,000 buyout plus a $150.000
annual salary as a scout

first match since winning the U S
Open last month, was beaten by
South African qualifier Mariann de
Swardt 6-2 4-6, 6-1 in the Brighton
International Championships The
top seeded Graf, who has won the
Brighton tournament six times.
entered the tournament to escape
the pressures of her tax troubles in
Germany Her father has been in lad
for two months and she is under
investigation for alleged tax evasion

Popeye grabs 10
boards for Mays
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Brian Williams was 10-for-10
from the field and had 10
rebounds Wednesday night as the
Los Angeles Clippers beat the
Dallas Mavericks 112-91 in an
NBA exhibition game at Freedom
Hall.
Williams, who played 28
minutes, scored 10 of his 21
points in the third quarter.
Holding a 10-point lead with
6:28 left in the third quarter, Los
Angeles (2-1) outscored the
Mavericks 14-4 and led 83-63 on
a dunk by Williams, who scored
the Clippers' final 10 points of
the quarter.
Loy Vaught added 17 points,

including six in the third quarter,
For the Clippers, while I-amond
Murray had 12 and Rodney
Rogers 11.
The Clippers led 100-74, their
largest lead of the game, with
6:13 remaining. Dallas scored the
next eight points, but the Mavericks (0-3) could get no closer
than 100-82 with 4:50 to go.
Jimmy Jackson led Dallas with
12 points, while Jamal Mashburn
had 11, and Loren Meyer, Scott
Brooks and rookie Cherokee
Parts 10 each. Parks also had six
rebounds. Former Murray State
standout Popeye Jones scored just
two points, but led the Mavericks
with 10 rebounds.
The Clippers shot 64.5 percent
(49-of-76) from the field and outrebounded the Mavericks 40-37.
Dallas shot 46.4 percent
(39-of-84) and had 18 turnovers.
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reporters since that game.
"Just looking at their record,
you'd have to say they're not the
same team," said Bengals guard
Todd Kalis, an ex-Steeler.
"You'd have to say they must be
something missing there. Last
year, with Barry (Foster) and
Barn (Morris), you had a fresh
back in the game all the time.
You give a guy 12-15 carries
each, compared to 20-30 carries
for one guy, and by the fourth
quarter, you have some pretty
fresh backs."
That's hard to do when a team
trails in the fourth quarter. The
Steelers lost to Miami by 13
points, to Minnesota by 20 and
had to play catchup in Jacksonville after falling behind 14-0.
"We've got to get it going,"
Steelers tackle Leon Searcy said.
"We've been known traditionally
as a team that likes to run the
ball, to pound the ball. I look
around the rest of the league and
see guys getting 130 yards here
and 130 yards there, and I know
we have the capability of doing
that."
Not this season. No Steelers

back has rushed for 100 yards —
in contrast, Foster had 12
100-yard games by himself in
1992 — and they have 35 more
passing attempts than they have
rushes.
Still, for all of their talk about
reviving the run, the Steclers'
best chance of beating Cincinnati
might be to throw. It has worked
before for O'Donnell, who has 14
touchdown passes and only two
interceptions while going 7-0 in
his career against the Bengals.
O'Donnell will also likely face
two new secondary starters in
cornerback Corey Sawyer and
strong safety Sam Spade, who
would replace injured starters
Rod Jones and Bracey Walker.
The Seriph ranked No. 29 over.
all in pass defense even before
the two got hurt.
"We'll really be in trouble if
we lose," Sawyer said. "We'll
fall down in the division to 1-3
and it will be back to the same
old Bengals. We're trying not to
have that this year."
Bengals quarterback Jeff Blake
can prevent that by again spreading the ball around to Carl Pickens, Darnay Scott and Tony
McGee.
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since 1954.
"This team and staff is
Carter whacked for a home run in
playoff-tested and they are ready
Toronto. That was two years ago, for the World Series," Hershiser
although it seems like even lon- said. "They are ready to
ger than that.
e,xecute."
Since then, there's been a
The Braves, unlike the Indians,
strike that ruined the 1994 season do not have many players in the
and got 1995 off to a poor stan. top 10 in the NL's major batting
There have been replacement categories. Instead, they won 90
players, replacement umpires and games in the regular season, beat
a new playoff format.
Colorado 3-1 in the playoffs and
There also was a new televi- swept Cincinnati in four games
sion format, one that meant most because of pitching.
people did not see most games.
Maddux, Tom Glavine, John
That will change this week — Smoltz and Steve Avery helped
everyone will see every game, Atlanta lead the majors with a
albeit under a unique arrange- 3.44 ERA. Reliever Mark Wohment in which ABC and NBC lers, who might finally be the
will take turns showing them.
Braves' answer in the bullpen,
There should be plenty of good
was a big reason the Reds scored
ball to watch.
only five runs in the four-game
The Indians have Albert Belle, sweep.
the first player ever to hit 50
The Braves have more playoff
home runs and 50 doubles in a experience, although the Cleveseason, perhaps the most exciting land pitchers are certainly more
player in the game in leadoff man familiar with who they'll face
Kenny Lofton — the guy who because some of them spent a lot
scored from second base on a of time in the NL.
passed ball Tuesday night in
"Dennis Martinez, Ken Hill,
Seattle — and a Gold Glove Paul Assenmacher and myself
shortstop named Omar Vizqucl know a lot about their hitters,
who occasionally doesn't bother except for the catcher (Javier
using a glove to field grounders. Lopez) and the left fielder (Ryan
Cleveland dominated the regu- Klesko)," said Hershiser, 20-9
lar season by going 100-44, lifetime against Atlanta while
swept Boston in three games in with Los Angeles.
the first round of the playoffs and
"We'll have some scouting
posted an AL playoffs record that has to be done on film," he
1.64 ERA in beating Seattle in said. "But what I do know about
six games. The Indians are mak- the other guys, I'm not about to
ing their first Series appearance tell."
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12th & Glendale • Murray

for Calloway at Camp W.O.W.
Saturday, October 21, 6:30 - 9:00
In the Cabin Area on 641 North - Schwartz Road

Sutter Home

$899
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Arriving daily- new lines of gourmet
foods and unique gifts. Come see for
yourself.
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Jack Daniel's
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December 19th
U of K
Basketball Game
30 Spots Left
Call Today
753-2319
To reserve a ticket
and seat on the bus
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LAKER

New Owners: John & Dinah Mattson
and a New Look...
But The Same Good Home
Cookin' and Convenient Hours.

11110111111111

Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.,
Fri. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
CLOSED SATURDAY & SUNDAY

1.

MYERS
umber Co.

-Self Service -Full Service
•Major Brand Oils
Amencan Express Accepted
Citgo Card, Map( Credit Cards
'Ouality Service at Competitive Prices'

...ForA Your Home Improvement Needs

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

South 121h • lAurray • Monk Stallons, Mgt. • 753-1615
Woodmen offers a wide variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-deferred interest features.
To find the plan that Meets your
needs, contact:

MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 67
years.

PARKER
-MERCURY
LINCOLN
FORD
753.5273

701 Main Street

West Kentucky
Properties
Steve Durbin

Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murrly
753-5234

/
3
4
STEVE PARKEFVLedger & Times photo

jjk Woodmen

Calloway quarterback Sam Arnett fires a pass against Trigg County earlier this season. Amett is doubtful for this
week's game at Paducah Tilghman because of an ankle injury.

Life Insurance Society

lr

of the World

Howe Offke: Omaha Pielseaeliut

Calloway County (6-2)

Get Your

at

MONEY'S WORTH
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Large Selection of
Good - Dependable
Used Cars & Trucks

Paducah Tilghman (5-3)

Principal Broker

October 20, 1995 — 7:30 p.m.
Paducah

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

Quarterback situation unclear Williams Used Cars
as Calloway takes on Tilghman
Mon.-Sat. 10-6, 492-8898
Hwy. 641 - 1 ml. North of Hazel, Ky.

"You can't start changing offensive sets and formations in two days because the players won't know
what to do or where to go; it can't be done," he said.
"We've spent the season running the same plays, and
you can't teach 10 other players a different system.
We'll just try to find somebody on the• team to put
back there and try to keep him doing what we've been
doing."
While no time is a good time for the starting quarterback to go down, the timing for the Arnetts' injuries is especially bad since Calloway has never beaten
Tilghman in football.
"You hate to see it, but it could have been early in
the season and we wouldn't have gotten this far,"
Mitchell said. "Now we've just got to make the best of
it.
Tilghman is led by speedy Brandon Warfield at
quarterback. Warfield led the Blue Tornado with 58
yards rushing and a touchdown and passed for 90
yards and another score in a 29-18 district win over
Union County last week.
"They spread defenses out and let Warfield run in
the cracks," Mitchell said. "They keep the ball in his
hands. They show you a lot of offensive sets, and
Warfield is very, very hard to tackle in the open field.
He's got to be a Division I prospect because of his
quickness and speed.
"Warfield takes the ball about 75 percent of the
time, but they'll also run the fullback and tailback
some," Mitchell said. "But for the most part they put it
in Warfield's hands, and that's a pretty good plan."
Warfield's speed is also a huge asset even when
he's passing the ball, Mitchell said.
"Their receivers run broken routes, and if you don't
get to Warfield, he'll have time to throw it to them,"
he explained. •

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

• Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners

201 S. 3rd St.

Does the thought of running the state's third-ranked
passing offense in one of the most important games of
the year sound like just the challenge you've been
looking for?
Then does Billy Mitchell have a job for you.
The Calloway County Lakers (6-2), with starting
quarterback Sam Arnett "very doubtful" for Friday's
district game at Paducah Tilghman (5-3) with an ankle
injury and his backup (and btother) Dan Arnett suffering from the same ailment, are looking for someone
who can step in and direct the team.'s high-octane
passing attack, which was averaging just over 235
yards per contest prior to last week's game with Lake
County, Tenn.
Sam Arnett was injured late in the first quarter of
the 29-18 loss to Lake County, while younger brother
Dan went down in the third. That leaves Mitchell possibly without his two top signal-callcrs in a game that
will put one team closer to a home playoff game,
which will be officially decided next week when
Tilghman faces Hopkinsvillc. Both are tied for the district lead with 2-0 marks while Calloway is 2-1.
"Sam's walking with a limp and he's got a bruise
on the outside of his right ankle and on the inside
around the achilles tendon," Mitchell said. "We won't
know until he goes through warmups Friday night
whether or not he'll be able to play.
"And Dan's ankle is probably worse than Sam's,"
Mitchell added. "He's the one we've trained since
August to be the backup, and now he won't be able to
go either."
Even with his two top quarterbacks possi,bly sidelined, Mitchell said this is no time to be making drastic changes.

Go
LAKERS!
IAUNDRY

BOONE
CLEANERS

605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE
Summer Special
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Residential • Commercial
• Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"

Dees Bank of 9-fazet.

Darren Howard

Tele/Fax 753-4736

Member FDIC

Hazel, KY

Tuesday Night Prime Rib Special

$5.95

492-8136
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Eva Housden and Shane Andrus
Coldwater Rd. • 759-3136
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Keep for 2 days
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626 Control
Shopping
Center

VIDEO SUPER

LAIiER
FANS
60

i
I
AV

.

Tuesday-Saturday 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
5-8 p.m.

3 for $7•50

1.753-76707,

Eva's Country
Kitchen

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

EVERYDAY
All Movies

IIII

753-2411

DOD GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
PLUMBING
3avid Ryan

Cost: $6,000 or Below
Financing Available
Take It Home Tonight

')>-' 7OP
De
anys
:
10 1.10.
.11 Ant.
STORE

el

III
am 1

Dry Cleaners are not
just for your
parents
60

Prom Dresses
50
50
School Jackets
40
40
Alterations
30
30
Chearleader Uniforms
20
20
Band Uniforms
10
10
Homecomin
Make a Touch Down
Come See Us

753-9525
Central Shopping
Center
Man.-Frl. 6:304:00
Sat. 7:30•Noon
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Celebrate The Fall Season At
g222---University Plaza
October 20th, 21st & 22nd
Dennison-Hunt's

INSIDE/OUTSIDE
SALE

SUITS &
SPORTCOATS

Friday • Saturday • Sunday

Outside
the store in
,..the parking lot
Dennison-Hunt's
Fall Tent Sale!
• Closeouts
+ Discontinued Items
+ Odd Sizes

Storewide Sale

20%Off
•
Selected Styles
829.99

Men's Warmups

810-820

Kids Air Jordan (Reg. $95). Now $40
Nike Sandals
Baseball/Softball Bats
Baseball/Softball Gloves

Open
Mon.-Sat.
9-6

OFF

Inside

Cleats

All Items
Way Below Cost!

25%

825
50% Off
50% Off

Sunday
Only
1-5

Storewide
On All Home Decorative Accessories
Plus Wicker, Rattan, Metal & Wood Furniture.

Halloween
Items

1

Baskets

Pillows
Pads &
Cushions

....Plus Lots Molt.
Nothing Held Back....Save 10%-20% and More Storewide!
Specials on Discontinued. One-of-a-kind. and
Save Up To 60°
Damaged Furniture

(yr\ Ctlestili(t
Sale Ends Sunday, 5:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY
PLAZA
I
p
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Murray
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Golden Horseshoe Awards
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The Murray State University Alumni Association honored three MSU
supporters with the Golden Horseshoe award during recent Inauguration/
Founders' Day ceremonies on campus. Roger Perry (left), alumni association
president, presented framed certificates and lapel pins to winners(from left)
Virginia Strohecker of Horse Cave,Ky.;J. Marshall Gage of Indianapolis,Ind.;
and Charles Leroy Eldridge of Murray, Ky. Golden Horseshoe awards were
established In 1986 by the alumni association and the student alumni
association to recognize dedicated graduates and friends of the university
who have contributed to its excellence through volunteer service.
Nominations are received from members of the MSU Alumni Association and
are selected by an awards committee.
—MSU photo by Sherry McClain

.

The 029 Stihl Farm Boss'
Anti vibration • Side access char tenstoner • Lifetime ignition warranty

STIHL.

Murray Home 8 Auto
Traillate

Chestnut St.

753-2571

Landmark to be installed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville's new landmark — the
world's biggest baseball bat —
will be installed Saturday, the
first day of the 1995 World
Series.
The 120-foot-tall Louisville
Slugger will be installed in front
of Hillerich & Bradsby's new
headquarters downtown.
The company and the Main
Street Association plan a public

It Works Wonders

American
Heart
Association

street party downtown so families
can get a look at the huge addition to the cityscape. Then the
big stick will be trucked to the
nearby Hillerich & Bradsby complex. (A factory will open in
January and museum will open in
July.)
The huge steel bat with a wood
look should be bolted in place by
late afternoon at a slight angle,
big end down.

Halloween Trick or Treating
1995 Toyota Camry DX
St #95436
$

16 \
(

1st $19689

1995 Toyota
Previa DX S/C
St. #95491

List $26,162

1995 Toyota
Corolla
St #95445
11

List $15 311

417
1995 Toyo!a Celica ST

1995 Toyota
Paseo
St. #95534

St #95543

List $19,105

$ 1553

List $15,842

1995 Tacoma
St #95520

List $13,395

2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

TOYOTA

'All prices are plus the tax, title & license. All rebates applied down

1995 Chevrolet
Blazer 4x4
St. #95415

List $10,015

8,699

1995 Olds Cutlass
- Supreme

L)st $26,145

St. #95197

a

Community course offered
Just in time for holiday gift
giving, Murray State University is
offering a five-week evening course
to teach participants to create oneof-a-kind gifts for Christmas.
"Learn to Crochet and Knit," a
community education course, will
meet Tuesdays and Thursdays,from
7 to 9 p.m., beginning Oct. 24
through Nov. 21.
Sallie Guy will teach participants
the fundamental crochet and knit
stitches by creating samplers from

knitting yarn. Instruction will be
given on how to read patterns.
Knitting needles, crochet hooks,
yarn and handouts will be provided.
The registration fee is $45.
Enrollment is limited to 12 people. To register for the course or for
additional information, contact the
office ofcommunity education,207
Collins Center, at (502) 762-2160.
Individuals outside
Calloway
County may phone 1 (800) 6697654.

HOROSCOPES
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 20, 1995
( For our personaltied daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-9M-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN
%AR(,O (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: When considering new investments,
Learning construytive ways to cope listen to an expert's sage advice.
with stress will make you happier Study stocks, real estate and internaand healthier. Acquiring new work tional finance. Your sense of humor
skills boosts your earning power. gives your co-workers a boost. Be
Intriguing employment opportunities careful not to poke fun at anyone.
arise early in 1996. Your thoughts
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
turn to romance as spring approach- creative challenge or professional
es. Overseas travel provides exciting, problem captures your attention.
adventures, wonderful memories. A Make sure you are using your assets
legacy or financial windfall is fea- to full advantage. Someone may
tured next August. Welcome a new oiler to take on part of your workload. Give this proposal serious
family member with open arms.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON thought.
THIS DAY: psychologist Dr. Joyce
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Brothers, baseball legend Mickey Proceed full steam ahead with a brilMantle, rocker Tom Petty, actress liant project. Tap into your creative
Arlene Francis.
genius! Faith helps you travel the
. ARIES iMarch 21-April 191: A path_ of _spiritual wisdom. Balance
career move becomes more attrac- emotional insights with mental claritive as employment opportunities ty. Romance deepens when you
increase. Grab the brass ring! Mar- reveal your hopes.
riage is on your mind,. whether you
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Avoid acting on impulse today.
are currently attached or not. .
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): By letting the other fellow set the
Salvage and reconstruction are the pace in on-going negotiations, you
name of the game. Encourage closer - will get better cooperation. Be'concooperation between family mem- ciliatory when dealing with partner.
bers. Let others know you care about There could he fault on both sides.
their welfare as well as your own.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 200: 19): Airing a domestic dispute in
Erratic influences abound. Be deci- public could alienate those whose
sive hut not too talkative. Avoid good opinion you value. Give in on
rushing around; be calmly efficient. minor issues in order to gain a major
A real estate deal looks promising. concession. When doing volunteer
Focus on interesting others in a work, share the credit and applause.
business expansion.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): Be Be objective when considering the
open-minded about new systems demands of your family or business
and methods:- they-may prove- more partners. Someone may be 'evaluatefficient. Avoid open conflict with ing your work. A consistently stellar
an associate: for every point contest- performance will win high marks.
ed, offer an alternative. Team spirit Question a too-good-to-be-true job
is vital to the success of a campaign. offer.
LE0.(July 23-Aug. 221: New
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
developments give you more work Although changes in procedure or
space. Continue efforts to impro‘e personnel are necessary, avoid arbiyour working conditions. Loved trary or highhanded decisions. Be
ones are supportive when you fair as well as practical. Resist comattempt to bring your accomplish- paring your lifestyle to others'.
ments to public notice. Keep your Instead. focus inward. A romantic
rendeivous boosts your hopes.
poise at.all times.

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
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Recently Jim Bob Crockett from Murray State University visited Chestnut
Preschool at the W.O.W.Camp to exhibit a Great Homed Owl and a Red Tailed
Hawk. Students pictured are Kathryn Wilson, Adam Thompson, Colin
Thomas Harwood, Hannah Boone, Tiffany Fife and Morgan Green. Mr.
Crockett discussed the natural habits of birds of prey.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are loving, confident and quick to make friends.
A good relationship with their parents is very important to these affectionate
youngsters. They will work hard to make their families proud of them!
Always punctual, these time-oriented Libras can become irritated when others are even a few minutes late. Let them know there are worst faults. A
career in law or politics will appeal greatly to these logical thinkers.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Oldsmobile

a'
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Just Think What You
Could Buy With All The
Money You Save.
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*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care
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SAT scores case goes to court
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — The
first time Brian Dalton took the
college entrance exam in 1991,
he had mononucleosis and scored
a dismal 620 — almost 300
points below the national
average.
Six months later as a senior, he
says he retook the test healthy
and prepared, and scored 1,030
out of a possible 1,600.
The administrator of the Scholastic Assessment Test — used
by most U.S. colleges as a standard for acceptance — called the
improvement "astonishing" and
suspicious, and refused to release
the higher score to colleges.
Dalton, who went on to college
using the lower score, sued for
$1.35 million and won in two
lower courts. The Educational
Testing Service of Princeton,
N.J., which gives the test, appealed and takes the case to New
York's highest court on
Thursday.
Dalton argues that he didn't
get into the colleges of his
choice, including his top pick, St.
John's University in New York
City, because the higher score
was not released. He also says he
may have lost out on a swimming
scholarship.
"No student and his or her
family should be treated as the
Dalions were in this case," said
Dalton's lawyer, Vincent
Nicolosi.
Dalton, 21, is now in his fourth
year at Queens College in New
York City.
The ETS, which maintains that
two different people signed Dalton's answer sheets, has never
ultimately lost a case when it suspects fraud. Its lawyers are
expected to argue Thursday that
ETS must be given the right to
disallow questionable results like
Dalton's to protect the integrity
of a test given to some 2.4 million U.S. high school students
each year.
New York's- Court of -Appeals
is expected to rule by the end of
the year.
ETS says red flags go up if the
overall score goes up 350 points;
Dalton's score increased 410
points.
Two handwriting experts for
the ETS determined that the person taking Dalton's second test
was not the same person who
signed the answer sheet the first
time around, when Dalton was a
junior at Holy Cross High School
in the New York City borough of
Queens.
In a lower court trial in 1992,
however, Dalton produced his
own handwriting expert who said
both answer sheets were signed
by the same person. Dalton also
called the proctor for the second
test who recognized him as having been there.
After questioning the test
results, the ETS told Dalton he
could retake the SAT or try to
prove that he took the test with
the higher score. Dalton failed to
convince the ETS, and took his
case to court.
"The majority of the people
fall to the whim of ETS, and
retake the test," Nicolosi said.

Proposal to sell
lakes halted
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
House Republican leaders have
killed a proposal to sell the
Southeastern Power Administration, which markets hydropower
produced at Corps of Engineers
reservoirs in Kentucky and other
southeastern states.
The proposed sale was
included in a mammoth budget
bill by the House Resources
Committee, but it drew bipartisan opposition from southeastern lawmakers.
The committee measure initially included sale of the corps'
dams and reservoirs, including
four Kentucky lakes. But Speaker
Newt Gingrich put a halt to that
idea last week. Kentucky Democrats had begun to use it to their
political advantage in the gubernatorial campaign.
Last week's decision, however,
still left unresolved whether to
sell the administration. In an
interview Wednesday, Gingrich
said his understanding was that
the entire sale now had been
dropped from the budget bill.
The sale was projected to save
just under $I billion throughout
seven years, and it's not clear if
or how that loss will be made up
in the bill's final version.
The budget bill, which has
been undergoing closed-door
revisions by Gingrich and other
House leaders for the last week,
is scheduled to be publicly
unveiled today in its final form.

"This is a perfect example where
one of the students ... said, 'To
hell with you. I am not going to
take a retest just because you
want me to."
Philip Shaeffer, an ETS attorney, admits that the alternatives
the service offers to students it
suspects of fraud have
shortcomings.
"ETS has neither the mandate
nor the resources to determine
who cheated and who did not,"
he said.

Marilyn Chatman, President elect
left, of the local chapter of American
Heart Assoctalon and Jennie Harcourt member, are shown with a
variety of prizes available to the
walkers raising pledges In First
Annual Healthy Choice American
Heart walk to be held Saturday,
Oct 21 at 9 a.m. For further information call Sally Hopkins
753-1893 ext. 213.

Courts in Louisiana, Kentucky,
New Jersey and the U.S. Court of
Appeals have recognized the
ETS' right to cancel test scores it
determines are invalid.
Nicolosi said Dalton has won
in New York so far because he
has shown that the ETS "does
not have well-established, standardized procedures for reviewing questioned SAT scores, or
even for questioning their validity in the first place."
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* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
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THE BIG
PAYMENT
Backily Popular Demand_
At Fleming Furniture in
Benton 8 Paducah
We are in the process of converting our 2 current
locations to Broyhill Gallery and Factory Outlet Centers.
Today we are giving you the chance to save big on all
remaining inventory, and take advantage of the Big 12.
No Down Payment, No Payments and No Interest for 12
months with minimum purchase and your good credit.
Pay nothing til October of 1996 at Fleming Furniture.

INTEREST

OUR GREATEST SALES EVENT....JUST GOT
FLEMING FURNITURE'S SALES GOAL:

BIGGER

1 MILLION DOLLARS

• Extra Special Factory Pricing & Incentives • Save 20% to 50% off STOREWIDE
•

Save 20% to

THE BIG 12

50%

•NO Monthly Payment
for 12 months
•NO Interest Payment
for 12 long months
•NO Down Payment

•BIG Discounts on
Furniture, Bedding
TV's & Appliances

Not all Merchandise at all locations
'Comparable prices for similar merchandise
These reference prices are provided as a guide
to the range of selling prices in the markets
across the country & they may change The
reference price Is not our present or future
selling price

Price plus... PAY
Not One Penny
for 1 full year...
Absolutely no hidden

Til October 96

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Design
Assistance
Avaitabfr,

Get a Super Discount

charges...
'With minimum prchase of $499 & your good credit Offer cannot
apply to previous purchases 25% Down on Special Orders

ftemin

FURNITURE
F"

•
!kWh.

&ozcase
Cathy.

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

451 8 16th 8trect * Nducah. KA 305 \ Mdin * Benton
Y
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224

OPEN DAILY 9 to 5 * MONDAY NigliT UNTIL 8

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

$6.00 Column Inch
10% laseoura and Run,
10% Discount ad Run.
*I Sma healla wine I Day;Wadi
$2.00 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adi
300 pot word. $ALO minimum
1st day.fis per word pea day tor
each addllkwica consecionve
day. $2.00 extra for !hopper
Duet Ckasillects go Into Shopping Outdo.) $2.00 extra for
blind box acts.
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A Mctee we be rewired to make
airy changes to od cater deadens
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TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Nonce
Notice
Personas
Cora of Thanks
Wn Memory
Lost & pound

010
020
025
030
040
050

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Pouttry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed
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090
100
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EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Dornestic & Childcare
Stuation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280 Mobile Homes for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease
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CONCURRENT NOTICE
NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF NO SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON
THE ENVIRONMENT AND NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF
REQUEST FOR RELEASE OF FUNDS
.

October 19, 1995
City of Murray, City Hall, Murray, KY 42071

(502) 762-0350

TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES, GROUPS, AND PERSONS:
On or about November 3, 1995 the City of Murray will request the
Kentucky Department of Local Government to release Federal funds
under the Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act
of
1974 (PL 93-383) for the following project:
Jakel Incorporated Project - The project will be to construct a 16,000
square foot extension to the existing Jakel facility in Murray
. The
facility is located at 700 North 4th St. Census Tract No.
105.
It has been determined that such request for release offunds will not
constitute an action significantly affecting the quality of human
environment and, accordingly, the City of Murray has decided not
to
prepare an environmental impact statement under the Nation
al
Environmental Policy Act of 1969(PL 91-190). The City has consulted
with the appropriate federal, state, and local organizations
and
determined the project will not have a significant impact on the
environment.
An Environmental Review Record respecting the within project
has
been made by the City which documents the environmental review
of
the project and more fully sets forth the reasons why such Statem
ent
is not required. This Environmental Review Record is on file at
the
above address and is available for public examination and
copyin
upon request at the City Administrator's office between the hours g,
of
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
No further environmental review of the project is proposed
to be
conducted prior to the request for release of federal funds.
All interested agencies, groups, and persons disagreeing with
this
decision are invited to submit written comments for consideration
the City to the office of the Mayor. Such written comments should by
be
received at City Hall on or before November 3, 1995. All
such
comments so received will be considered and the City will not
request
release of Federal funds or take any administrative action
on the
within project prior to the date specified on the proceeding senten
ce.
The City of Murray will undertake the project described above
with
Block Grant funds from the Kentucky Department of Local
Government (KDLG) under Title I of the Housing and Commu
nity
Development Act of 1974. The City is certifying to the state
that the
City of Murray,and William Cherry,in his official capacit
y as Mayor
consent to accept the jurisdiction of the federal courts
if an action is
brought to enforce responsibilities in relation to enviro
nmental
reviews, decision making,and action; and that these respons
ibiliti
es
have been satisfied. The legal effect ofthe certification is that
upon
its
approval the City may use the Block Grant funds and
the state and
HUD will have satisfied their responsibilities under
the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The state will accept an
objection
to its approval only if it is on one of the followi
ng bases:
(a) The certification was not in fact executed by the
City
Certifying Officer
(b) The City has filed to make one of the two findings pursua
nt
to S58.41 or to make the written determination decision
required by SS578.57, 58.53 or 58.64 for the project, as
applicable.
(c) The City has omitted one or more of the steps set forth at
Subparts F and G for the preparation and completion of an
EA.
(dl No opportunity was given to the Advisory Council on
historic Preservation or its Executive Director to review
the effect of the project on a property listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, or found to be eligible for such
listings by the Secretary of the Interior,in accordance with
36 CFR Part 800.
(e) Objections have been made by a federal agency.
Objections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with
the
required procedures(24 CFR Part 58) and may be addressed to
the
Kentucky Department of Local Government, Division of Commu
nity
Programs 1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 340, Frankfort,
KY
40601.

753-1916

SERVICES
080
Insurance
230
Exterminating
250
Business Services
290
Heating & Cooling
530.-.Services Ottered

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boars & Motors

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
203
210
220
240
260
380
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MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PUBLIC NOTICE
LOCAL/STATE BOARD PUBLIC HEARING
The Kentucky Board of Education has scheduled a Local/State Board Public Hearing on
the proposed Murray Independent School
district facility plan for Thursday, November 2, 1995 at 8 p.m. at the Carter Administration Building (Board Office), 208
South 13th Street, Murray, Kentucky. The
district facility plan lists the pending construction and/or renovation projects that the
school district may undertake, and the
priority order, if applicable, these projects
are to be initiated.
Copies of the proposed district facility plan
are available for examination by interested
individuals at the Board Office, 208 South
13th Street, Murray, between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. through November 2, 1995. Questions may be directed to Superintendent
W.A. Franklin at 753-4363.
Those individuals wishing to comment on
the proposed district facility plan may present oral or written comments to the State
appointed hearing officer. The hearing officer then prepares a hearing report to
include all comments whether oral or written to the Kentucky Board ofEducation.The
district facility plan is then submitted to the
Kentucky Board of Education for approval.
Once approval is given by the Kentucky
Board of Education the district's facility
plan is in effect for a period offour(4)years.
The local State Board public hearing is being
scheduled in accordance with KRS 157.620
and regulated by 702 KAR 1:001.
ORDINANCE NUMBER 095-1081
An ordinance amending ordinance numbe
r
793, City of Murray Sewer Use Ordinance,
codified as §52.05, City of Murray code of
ordinances, relating to chemical constituents permitted in water/wastewater: said
standards issued by the Kentucky Division
of Water Control.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
12 day of October, 1995.
Wm. N. Cherry
SS Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
SS City Clerk

MERCHANDISE
Computers
..... For Sal* Or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
al2Ohances
Homo Ftrnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewlng Mochines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muecol
Miscellaneous
.
T V & Radio
Pets & SuP101101

•
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TAX NOTICE

Mayor William Cherry
City Hall
Murray, KY 42071

The 1995 County and School taxes are now
payable at the sheriffs office.
2% Discount until Nov. 30, 1995.
Face Value until Dec. 31, 1995.
2% Penalty Added Jan. 1, 1996.
10% Penalty Added Feb. 1, 1996.

020

Classified
IMPROVE YOUR

HEALTH!
Ftelosciatiori
Stress RoductIon
Pain Relief

753-3801
7 DRYS Fl wcei
10:00AM - 10:00PM
DM* Estes. LMT

MASSAGETO YOU

Cormorant studlo or outcolls to %pour home or hotel

Notice
Octoberfest
Oct. 20 & 21
Antiques Etc. On
the square In Benton, KY. Door prizes
and refreshments!
527-7922

Electronic Repair
Most Major Brands

World of Sound

All taxing authorities have a lien against all
real and persona/ property of each delinquent taxpayer pursuant to KRS 134.420(1),
which is effective on April 15, 1996 when the
unpaid tax liability becomes delinquent.
PLEASE BE SURE TO BRING OR MAIL
YOUR TAX BILL WHEN MAKING PAYMENT. THE TAX BILL NUMBER IS
NEEDED TO GIVE YOU FASTER SERVICE.
NOTE:When paying by mail, please enclose
a self-addressed STAMPED envelope if you
wish a receipt of your tax bill payment.
Stan Scott
Sheriff, Calloway County

753-5865

McConnell
Insurance
7534199

Jerry

'tree local dam SerVICS"
ATTENTION Wildcat Fans!
Only •few tickets remain
for tip to Indianapolis on
Dec 2-3. Go with us toss.
UK play Indiana Call
759-2370
ATTENTION Parents,
would your chikl like a PenPal? For more inio reply to
Pen-Pal, USA, At 1 Box
131 A, Ashley, IL 62808.
Pizza Magic Aurora. Open
5pm. Thurs, Fri. Sat Pizza,
salads, hot sandwiches,
gyros & bread sticks. Dinein or carry out 474-8119 or
1-800649-3804.
PRIMESTAR-$150.00 off
installation installed this
week. 3 HBO'S, 2 Cinemax's 2 Disney's, Encore
movies ESPN, 15 Megaspans, MTV, Nickelodeon,
plus much more!
800-396-2239
ns0
last
And Found
LOST: A Tortoise Shell Calico female cat with one rest
foot having a light beige
color and responding to
name Puddin. Lost in vicinity of McDonald's on
Sept 22 or 23. If found
please call 753-4828.
Reward.
060

ATTENTION Murray. No
exp•ri•nc• needed.
$500/8900 weekly/
potential processing monolog* refunds in your area.
Part or full-time. Call
1-216-233-4204 (24 hrs.),
ATTORNEY- Associate
position with Stuart & Bronz
Law Firm. Mail resume to:
607 E. 10th, Bowling
Omen, Ky 42101.
CONCRETE finishers
needed
or part time
502-896-8425.
DRIVER- EXPERIENCE
THE OPPORTUNITIES!
For shorthaul, container
service, blanket wrap,
reefer. Call Burlington Motor Carriers, ask about our
$500 sign-on & sate driving
bonus. 800-JOIN-8NC
EOE

Owen's
Pal or Full
Time Deli Help
Needed Apply at
Cwen's Market.
1407 W. Main St.

.0;Z.

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Larne
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sole

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Colurr,r
Wonted

-4111t PIP

Help
Wcntml

EARN up to 81000's
weekly processing mail
Start now, no experience.
free supplies, information,
no obligation Send sea
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks. Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Dr
No 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803

EXPERIENCED CABLE
INSTALLERS NEEDED
Only highly motivated need
apply. Call 800-624-6135.
EXPERIENCED loader,
driver to aspirate and stack
logs. Good pay & benefits
Call Averitt Lumber,
502-924-1101 between
flant-4pm

. 4)„.. 0
`1
,
44.
4004
0W

4k,

'$900
costing
funds.
714-502(24 hou
NOW
tions for
struction
vance
structaxi
NOW H'
above m
person
phone

FOOD Products Demonstrators needed for arse
grocery stores Must be
available Fn & Sat Call the
Demo
Co
1-800-466-6284

DRIVERS- OTR 81000
Sign- On Bonus, new conventional equipment, great
benefits, lease program
Earn up to 29 cents per
mile Students welcome
Cal Ark International
800-950-TEAM, or
803-8139-1030.
DRIVERS: Skipper Transportation is expanding its
company fleet. Experienced flatbed drivers
needed now. We provide a
superior pay/benefits package All conventional fleet
Home most weekends
800-456-7547
DRIVERS- Solo & Teams,
82.000.00 sign on. Top
teams earn 8103,000+,
major benefits/motel &
deadhead pay. Driving
school grads welcome.
Convenant Transport,
800-441-4394. Students
call 800-338-6428.

IffC•
i

2
comb
75 X
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MURRAY GUARD, INC.
Murray Guard has an immediate opening for a lull time
Security Officer in the Murray, Ky. area No experience'
necessary. Uniforms furnished and group medical
insurance available. Minimum requirements, no criminal
record, must be at least 18 years of age, have reliable
transportation and a phone. Apply in person Monday
through Friday 830 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
58 Murray Guard Dr.
Jackson, TN 38305
901-668-3122
EOE M/F/D/V

separ
of sal
down

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS

answe
preterr
ra

If you have something to sell, here's the way to make your yobs*
heard. It's the Kentucky Statewide Classified
For $149, you can place • 25-word ad inNetwork.
110 Kentucky
newspapers wan • potential audience
of more than 1,000,000
readers.
We've sold everything front antiques to station +rezone. Prom
steel buildings to sewing machinsia.
Contact this newspaper for details. Then get ready la sell.

age
age 5
age
age
age
age

•••

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

2 Sales Representaikes and
2 Sat ice Technicians needed !or
e‘panding professional business.
Earning potential unlimited, Medical ben-

9
Na

efits, 401K available, College Marketing
degree preferred for sales, ASEP or ASE
Technician preferred, but will consider individual possessing strong desire to grow,
professionally, work hard, and achieve an
above average income.

11
Ii

Fax resume to:
901-885-9745
or send resume to:

P.O. Box 1298

C

Union City, TN 38281

Fisher-Price
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are
now
being accepted for production operator positions on the followi
ng shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon
work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnig
ht wort
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30
for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment
include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymak
ers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity F.mployer WHON
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Sales and Service Renresentatiio
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1-800-24

Help Wanted
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44,41
,

Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you are
energetic, enthusiastic arid like people, we would;
like to meet you.
Positions available
er Manager
* Crew Leaders
* Assistant Manager * Cooks, Cashiers
Startng horn $4.40-$5 OCVhr. depending on experience and
position.
Apply in person at the Benton, Murray, Calvert City, and
Mayfield Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants, E0E/WF. •

'
cec
•

• DeocHnes ore 2 days
I, advance/

EXTERIOR maintenance
including landscaping,
painting, brick cleaning,
asphalt sealing, etc Hard
work, experience a plus.
Serious inquiries only,
400-500. 759-4118

DRIVERS- EOE, Don't just
take our word for it, talk to
Maverick drivers They'll
tell you that they get Excellent pay packages with
yearly increases, top ofthe-line freightliners, home
most weekends, quarterly
bonuses, tarp & dispatch
pay, paid insurance, 401K
plan. We appreciate our
drivers. Maverick Transportation ,
Inc
800-299-1100. Must be 24
YOA & have 1 year OTR.
DRIVERS NEEDED for regional flatbed operation
$30,000 .. Home
weekends and thru the
week. Family medicali
dental. Paid vacations, one
year OTR required. WABASH
VALLEY.
803-246-6305
DRIVERS needed Must be
18, have good driving record, insurance art dependable car Apply at
Domino's
DRIVERS-OTR $1,000
Sign-on bonus. Qualified
flatbed drivers eam up to 31
cents/mile Assigned conventionals, benefits, 401K,
and mote. Call ADS today!
800-646-3438, Ext.1007.
Owner operators welcome.
Experienced drivers only.

rs••
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1-520HOME
needed.
pot•n
1-800-5
8150.
MECHA
ment
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son at
Constru
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taking
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'Male,
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Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
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Advertisers are roquashod
chock Ih• ant Insertion *I
Molt ads for any error. WNW
Ledger a name MN
riospondblo for anti one Incarod insorSon. Any sow
should be nsoorlod Immediately so corrocaono can bo
mode.

OFFICE HOURS;

Teacher-State
Certified
K-8
with
Gifted
and
Talented
Endorsement to
Implement program in Calloway
County Elementary and Middle
Schools. Application should be
made at the
following
address:
Calloway County
Board of Education,
ATTN: Glenn Grubbs
P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071

Available Thru Age $4.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insur•
ance is more important
than ever.
For free
Information call:

help
Wonted
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus.
753-2334.
(12n
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE Landmark Community
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's LEASE to hunt•rs, Newspaper, Inc., seeks
300/acre wildlife refuge sales representative to sell
See & Sew 753-6981
753-1300
advertising for community
• newspapers surrounding
the Louisville, Ky market
The Brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho
Prefer print media expenwould like to thank the following
ence and college degree
people for their contributions to
Salary plus commission,
the 1995 MSU Homecoming Float:
benefits, paid expenses
Resume to. Steve WheatMurray Mold & Die
ley, landmark Community
Stahler's Dairy & Poultry Farm
Newspaper, P.O.Box 549,
West Kentucky Livestock & Expo Center
Shelbyville, Ky 40066
Ms. Mary Kay Kirks
Equal Opportunity
Empioyer.
Dr. Dewayne Driskill

Mr. Bourke Mantle
Mr. Jack Foley
Mr. Chris Kolb

270
305
420
430
435
440
450
460

FIREFt
Program
Must
with
E=elle
Pod
p•ns•
800-284
HELP
corn pan

ADJUSTMENT

Help
Wanted

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Summary prepared by Wm. Donald Overbey, City Attorney

Objections to the release of funds on bases other than those stated
above will not be considered by the state. No objection received
after
November 20, 1995 will be considered by the state.
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MURRAY LEDGER I TIMES

Help
Wanted

Hse
Wanted

Maim
'ire.

Commuters

Articles
Fir Jake

513

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1996

Apvtiesata
Fir Ned

1
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FIREFIGHTERS- Trainee
program Limited openings
Must pees physical. 17-34
with regh school diploma.
Excellent pay-benefits
Paid traning-retocaelon exCall
p•ns•s
800-2844289
HELP wanted Naionwide
companies need men/
women to assemble products at home. Earn $252
ID $620 weekly. Experience
Urifte=Nary Start Immodiat•ly.
Call
1-520-7642324, Ext 4336.
HOME TYPISTS. PC users
needed. $45,000 income
potential.
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext B8154.
MECHANIC- Heavy equipment and trucks, five years
experience Apply in person at: Southern Pipeline
Construction Company,
1272OM Fern Valley Road,
Louisville, Ky 40219.
M & N Remodeling is now
taking apptications for carpenters. 753-6869.

NOW accepting agar
-a
Dons for lull ems delivery/
stock. sales person Invalves some heavy Hung
Apply in person at D & T
Foods
NOW hiring for kat time
position Job requires self
oonhdera pigmen(s), who
are honest, hard working
and desire•dunce to start
at an envy level position
and work their way up. Position includes delivery, collections and sales We offer
competitive wages, product
purchase plan and a health
insurance padkage. Apply
in person at COLORTYME.
408 N 12th St., Murray.
NOW hiring skilled and
unskilled construction le
borers Also, opening for
CDL Drivers, Class A & B
Apply at Southern Pipeline
Construction Co., 1272 Old
Fern Vale, Road,
Ky 40219.
502-966-5195.

OTR DRIVERS TANDEM
TRANSPORT CORP., pre-MODELS WANTED for TV mier flatbed carrier, has
& national magazines. immediate openings for
Male, female, children. Al you! Excellent pay & benetypos, all sizes. No experi- fits. Can be home
ence necessary. For infor- weekends. CDL required
mation
call Call today. 800-551-9057,
806545-2999.
1-800-243-5103.

i.1O

Experience $500 to
'$900 weekly/potential processing Mortgage Refunds. Own hours.
714-502-1520 Exy 1209
(24 hours).
NOW Accepting applications for roofing and construction workers Call Advance Roofing and Construction at 753-5814.

PEOPLE Lease is now taking applications for light industrial positions in the
Murray area. Apply in person at 1406 E North 12th
St., The Village Office
Complex, next to Cain's
Jeep Eagle between
9:30arn & 4-00pm, Mon
Ihru Fri.

SAFETY advisors;
NOW Hiring, days & nights, 42150/per mo. Company
above min. wage. Apply in will train, call Mon-Fri
only
. person after 2pm. No 9am-1pm
502-756-9130
phone calls please.

Real Estate Auction
Oct. 20$ at 5 p.m.
•

Jew
2 bedroom, utility, kitchen & living room
comb.,one bath. Located on lot No. 113 - size
75 X 150 ft. in Panarama Shores. Also
.adioining No. 114, .4 fiCfe lot to be sold
,
separate then combined. Statements at time
of sale take precedence over advertising 20%
down balance 30 day or delivery of deed

Wilson Realty
Wayne Wilson Broker
Phone 753-5086
Dan Miller Associate & Auctioneer

OUTREACH Coordinator.
Tno/Upward Bound Position to begin December
1906. Qualifications • B.S
degree in Education or Human Services hied required. Experience working
with disadvantaged teens
gas, public schools, and
community groups preferred Counseling, leadership, and TRIO expenence
desirable Extensive
computer/electronics
knowledge including WordPerfect and Windows app.cation required. Valid KY
dnvees license required
Evening and weekend work
schedule also required. Responsiblities Coordinates
and participates in educebona and cultural activities.
responsible for recruitment
and selection of participants, coordinates
technology/computer related activities; develops
monthly newspaper and
misc. publications, conducts monthly school visits;
assists with tutoring. Salary • $17,000-422,170. Application Deadline November 10, 1095 To Apply
Send resume and names of
three professional references to Myra Yates, Director of Upward Bound, TRIO
building, Murray State University, P.O.Box 9, Murray,
Ky 42071-0009. Persons
who have succeeded in
overcoming barriers similar
to those confronting the
program's target population are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity, INF/D, AA employer.

AVAILABLE TNRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
MALE
$11.61
14.18

age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

IEL

FEMALE
$9.20
10.96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
60
17.50
13.09
65
21.78
15.54
70
27.31
19.33
75
38.77
26.18
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase.

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

P

A

C
T
O

WRECKED or junk cars,
trucks, and all types scrap
metal & appliances.
753-4133.

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes
it illegal to advertise any preference,limitation or discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, handicap, familial status or
national origin, or intention to make any
such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of
factors in addition to those protected under
federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is in violation of the
law. All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam, (703) 648-1000,

SPORTABLE Score board
is looking for a full time
production/assembly person, experience a plus
Apply in person at 94
Spruce after 3pm.
TRUCK Drivers. You can
be borne every weekend
operating only Southeast
Region while earning up to
29cts per mile Call Beech
Trucking. 1-800-399-3902.
E0E.
WANTED. Mature responsible volunteers for afternoons at the Humane
Society/Animal Shelter in
Murray. Run errands, greet
people, answer phones,
etc Clerical skills helpful
Must have own transpotabon Choose your afternoon hours. Stop by the
shelter after lpm, Mon-Fri.
070
Domestic
& ChIlifesn

I Will keep Children in my
home, lots of references, 5
years experience, 2 openings. Call Angie, 489-2771.
WILL clean houses, references, reasonable rates
437-4064.
Inn
Business
OPPeflunkf
BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
NOVUS Windshield Repair
Franchise. 2500 operations
worldwide. Home bases.
Dynamic, growing industry.
Low overhead. 8 days factory training. Field support.
Financing available. John
Hunter, 800-328-1117.
120
Compeers
ANNOUNCING! POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT *I MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001.

Real Estate Auction
Saturday, Oct. 28, 1995-10:00 A.M.
Located approximately 2 miles south of Mayfield off the
Cuba Road in Thomas Estates. Turn east on Tom Dr. to
296 Tom Drive, Mayfield Kentucky
AU the country space with all the convenience of town.
The McDsnleis have moved to a larger bane and will offer this well
built & beautifully landscaped, 1600 Sq. Ft. home at 12:00 soon.
Open House Sunday, Oct. 22, 2-4 p.m.
This home has comfort galore - a one year old 4.5 ton central unit will
give you all the efficient temperature control you'll need. A covered patio
is located just off the kitchen. Hardwood floor lovers will appreciate the
lovely eat-in kitchen wibuilt -in dishwasher. lust off the kitchen a large
den creates lots of roomto relax. This 3 bedroom home has public water
sewer, gas & cable. The attractive brick on the home has also been used
on the super nice 24'X 30' garage/shop. You must see this professionally
landscaped real estate to appreciate its charm.
Term ea Real Estate: 15% down day efsak4alasee desist, IMAM 30 days.
Also offered wiU be the following Items of personal property:
Toro 12.5 hp wheel horse 36" cut riding mower-one season old, Hotpoint
19 cu. ft. side-by-side refrigerator, Magic Chef gas range, Ken Holland
print, Sunbronze taming bed. Craftsman tool box with set of Craftsman
tools, sofas, sofa bed, recliner, chain, rockers, old quilts, lamps,
porcelain figurines, computer work station, bookcase, dressers, rattan
coffee table and end table, Avon steins, wooden shelves, brass wall
hangings. 2 waterbeds, regulation size ping pong table, 2 sets of golf
clubs w/begs, shop vac, several bicycles,Commodore 64 computer,tins,
glassware, gas heater. All personal items are super nice A well cared for.
Terms of Perosaal Property: Complete sea:masa, day of sale.

DINING room table w/
smoked glass top $96.00
Full size refrigerator
475.00. and mid-size
microwave $55.00. Al in
great shape. 753-9685

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair • Housing Act Notice

PART time Avon sales.
Earn extra Christmas money. 48-41Vhour. No door
to door. New selling
methods (80-100% by
phone). Independent sales
representative.
800-735-5286.

CALL Unda 759-9553. Will
clean home or office.

BURIAL INSURANCE

FREE 90 DAY 100% MO- 200 ALBUMS, good cond
NEY BACK GUARANTEE sal in folder, 801 & 70's,
ON YOUR NEW LOC- take 50 or more 50cts as
ALLY BUILT CUSTOM 100 pair blue Oen& mons,
COMPUTER, FOR FREE woolens, childrens, 50cts
DETAILS CALL HAWK. pr., if take al 3 Cushion
INS RESEARCH AT sob nice, dean, $1013 Lie
rig room chair Ike new $50
753-7001
9 brawer dresser, Oak finish $45. Hard back books,
Ian
al kinds, 10. as., take
Want
d.7 Automatic coffee makTo Buy
ers, $3.00 to $15.00 is,al
ANTIQUES by the piece or viol* good. 247-5810
collections 753-9433 day 3- 3'x6' WOOD French
or night.
style windows, WWI view
ANTIQUES Entire estates storm windows, 1- kill view
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins aiuminum storm door, 1 self
492-8646 days, 753-1418 storing aluminum storm
door. 489-2813
evenings
CASH paid for good, used COMPOUND bow & arrifles, shotguns, and pis- rows, queen waterbed mattols Benson Sporting tress, almost new, bath fixGoods, 519 S 12th, tures & hanging pendant
light fixture. Call 759-4909
Murray

a.
I

ss Your Paper?

CALL 7534916
ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
DATE CHANGED
ON KENTUCKY LAKE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 10

114 ACRES IN TRACTS IN
ICENIANA LAKE SHORE
SUBDIVISION
TRACTS FROM 3 ACRES
UP TO 50 ACRES
14 miles southeast of Murray, KY. 11 miles north
of Paris Landing State Park, 14 miles south of
Kailake State Park on the western shore of the
main lake at the mile marker 55.
Directions to sale: From Highway 121 at New
Concord, KY, turn east on Highway 444, go 5
miles to Blood River Baptist Church,turn right and
go 1 mile to first paved road to left(Keniana Drive)
turn left and continue on Keniana Drive to the sale
site.
This auctioneer has had a summer home in this area
for 3 years. and I can assure you that the residents
of tis subdivision are absoultely the finest people in
the world.If you are looking for a quiet uncrowded
paradise, WE HAVE GOT IT. This area has an
abundance of wildlife that you see on a daily basis,
such as the great blue heron, loon, geese, all
species of ducks, eagles, turkeys, deer, beaver,
otter, and many other species. There is a Homeowners Association drat has a park, boat ramp and
fishing pier. This is to be an absolute auction sale
which means whomever the bidder whatever the
bid, the property will definetly change hands.
Come expecting to buy a bargain because of the
limited size of the sale does not justify an
advertisement budget that covers the larger cities
but the local area only.
About the area: The property is just across the
lake for the 170,000 acre Land Between the Lakes
peninsula. It has family campgrounds, a living
history farm,a multi-media theater, and a planetarium and does not allow any residential or
commercial development. Fourteen miles to the
south is the Tennessee National Migratory Wildllife Refuge. Ten miles to the south is Paris
Landing (TN), with a US Coat Guard bast and
state park with hotel, marina, and golf course.
Fourteen miles to the north is Kenlalce State Park
with lodge, marina and golf course.
'About the water: The property is located at mile
marker 55 on the Tenneessee River. It lies along
the western shore of the river with the main
channel going along the eastern shore. A string of
islands between the main channel and the western
shore affords a buffer for the river traffic. the lake
is two and a half miles wide at this point. The water
here has the reputation of being some of the best
fishing waters in the United States. Boat docks
permitted.
Water and electrical services available to all lots title insurance furnished by sellers - reasonable
restrictions ensure owners of stable property
values
Terms: 20% down day of sale. Balance on
delivery of deed within 45 days.

caumueuL.

2/2 South 7th St.
Mayfield, KY 42088

amar

SANINeR 0

Farris Auction & Action Realty
W. Dia Farris • CAI Auctioneer
P.O. Box 10 Hazel, KY
NI raperilk

atihek

ASIIIMWM•1118

Max R. Dodd' Broker
(502) 492-1796

day irf la aka mime ered Freda

allinit

A.M.

40 RESIDENTIAL LOTS

Expect the best'

247-1385

SHELTON AND
TOLL FREE
ASSOCIATES
C.W. illtaltosilreluir'

(800) 455-5864

DOLL HOUSES Doll
house furniture, horse
barns, lances, etc Embroidered gift *ems Cabbees doll clothes 'Wood-nCrate' 502-247-5936
FISHER Papa Bear wood
burning stove 753-3848

EVERGREEN WEDDING
CHAPEL Gelinburg, Tennessee Full wedding
services- candlelight oweTonle& MUSIC, flowers,
photographs, videos, relodging ordained
ministers, 615 436 3400
8064643401

1,2,380 ape Furnished,
very nice near IASU No ROOMY 2br . 1 bath. Dupets
7 5 3 1 2 5 2 plex Appliances lurreshed,
mid hook-up, tyr name, 1
days,753-0606 after 5pen
mo deposit, no pets,
1BR Apt downtown, lease 4475/mo 753 2905.
required, no NIS, deposit 753-7538
753-4937, 8-5prn, M F

IBA & efficiency, nice, near
KING woodburning heater, GETTING MARRIED? MSU, availed* now Colethermostatic, 4yrs old, Smoky Mountains man Real Estate
good condition 753-7294 Besueful- affordable wed- 753-9898
Before 9prn
dings Photographs low- 1 OR 2br apts. near drew
LOG HOMES_ Design Nor ers, complete arrange- town Murray. 753-4109.
vices. Free brochure. Hon- ments large or small, 2E1R Duplex in Northwood,
est Abe Log Homes, 3855 chrostian services lovely no pets, $325/mo
Clay County Highway, gazebo, elegant chapel, 7'59-4406
Dept. CI( Moss Tennessee lodging, no test/waiting
800-893-7274
28R .Duplex. Don't rent ill
38575. 800-231-3695
you see this onel Too many
MARRY
ON
A
MOUNTAIN!
MATCHING his & hers dimfeatures to list. $425/mo ,
Be
married
in
a
magnificent
mond wedding set never
includes washer & dryer
worn, new $2,000 asking new mountaintop chapel Deposit, no pets
surrounded
by
trees
and
$1,700 obo. 753-0616.
753-8734
Sneaky Mountain views! No
MUMS MUMS 1) Best in blood test waiting period' 2 ROOM Apt., 4226 pas
Murray 2) 3 Sties 3) Over 1-800-729-4365
elec 423 S 8th St
30 different colors variet753-3091
MEMORIES created in new
ies 4) Bud stage 5) Very
Memory
Chapel
5
Personal
ROOM Apt or office
affordable 6) You don't
ized weddings any size spoon,located at 703S 4th
have bo dig D & M Merket,
Photos, flowers, video, or St., Murray. See Carlos
403 Sycamore 753-7483
dared minister, gazebo Bieck A. at Black's DecorPRESSURE CLEANERS Honeymoon suites and re- ating Center or call
1760 PSI $199, 2000$399, ception area on property 753-0539 or 435-2935.
3000 $699, 3500 $899, 800-242-7115 Gaenburg
BLOCK from water, good
loaded, &
factory direct, catalog, full WEDDINGS- Old fash- neighborhood, nice 2tx.
warranty, lowest price ioned candlelight ceremo- Duplex, $250 Water,
guaranteed, tax free, nies Smoky Mountains washer & dryer included.
Chapel, overlooking river, Cal 527-9639, HUD ok.
800-454-WASH (9275).
near Gatlinburg. Horse
REMODEUNG need to sell drawn carriage, cabin', ja- FURNISHED Apt, 1 Of 2br
new Almond color Whirl- ouzza ordained ministers no pets, water & sewage
pool range & double door Complete arrangements furnished 753-6609
retrig , w/loe & water dis- No lest or waiting HEART- KENTUCKY Lake, Lakepenser, both in perfect LAND 800-448-VOWS land Weedy Village, Ibr
shape Also have bible & (8697).
apartment, utilities inchairs, only used 3 mos.
cluded, rent based on inCall 759-1835 or 753-3957. WEDDING SPECIAL- Re come.65£ older, or handimantic, affordable, stainSEE us for your barn or roof glass chapel. Candlelight cap & disabled Equal
metal. Cut to length. service, music, video, one Housing Opportunity.
Cover's 36 inches, many night lodging- Just 502-354-8888
colors. Economy Metal & 4199.00. Pigeon Forge- MUR-CAL Apartments now
Supply Co. 489-2722.
Gadinburg. No Wood test or accepting applications for
SIZE 2/Toddler PURPLE waiting. Ordained minister 1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4084. Equal
DINOSAUR Costume, 800-406-8577
Housing Opportunity
$10.00. 492-8514 if no an260
swer, leave message.
MURRAY Manor ApartT.Y.
ments now accepting appliSUNQUEST WOLFF TANRadio
cations for 1-2br apartNING BEDS commercial/
home units from $199 Buy 19' SANYO color TV w/ ments. Apply in person
factory direct and save!Call remote, like new. 4150 1:30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr.
today for free new color 759-9192
catalog. 800-462-9197.
NOW taking applications
270
TANNING beds, commerfor Section 8 low rent housMobile
ing. Apply in person at
cial units Must sell,
Homes For Sals
753-1300.
Southside Manor, 906
12x65 38R, 1 bath, com- Broad St Extended, be150
pletely set up on rented lot, tween 8a m - 12noon Na
Horne
needs work, $2500. Call phone calls please. Equal
Furnishing.
Housing Opportunity.
753-6012.
COUCH & chair, rust color,
exc. cond Walnut coffee
table & 2 end tables,
$200/all. 759-2527.

1993 FLEETWOOD 14x50,
2br., 1 bath, excellent condition. 437-4838,
437-3018.

LIGHT Oak w/hunter
green, kitchen table & 6
chairs, lyr old. Hon metal
office desk w/black chair
CaN 753-3868.

1995 16x80 BELMONT.
28r, 2 bath, dishwasher, all
electric, low price 0130.
Call to see after 6pm, M-F,
anytime on weekends.
753-8771.

LOUNGE CHAIR
ROCKER 436-5276

&

WASHER, dryer, loveseat
sofa, swivel rocker, refrigerator 753-7845 after
61)171.
190
Fare

MOBILE Home Loans, 5%
down, refinancing, equity
loan Free sellers package,
land/home loans Green
Tree
Financial,
1 - 8 0 0 - 2 2 1 - 8 20 4 ,
1-800-554-8717. Nation's
leading mobile home
lender

EqUIPIMai

1973 DODGE grain truck,
left Krause disk Call after
5prn, 753-7845
1975 FORD 2000, 3 cyl.
gas, Etsp., live power, low
hours, exc condition,
$5,800. 437-4034 after
5em

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3be
electric or gas Walking distance to college. 753-5209
285
Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent

200
Sports
Equipment
1992 EASY Go golf cart
w/top & new battery,
$1500 Call 753-0463
94 GOLDEN Eagle compound bow, like new, w/
sights & overdraw, $175.
759-9192.
BOW HUNTING
EQUIPMENT- Bowhunters
Discount Warehouse,
America's largest archery
supplier, stocks over 5000
bowhunting items at
20-40% off retail. Call
1-800-735-2697 for free
184 pay catalog
GUNS: buy, sea or trade.
4365650.
SMITH & Wesson Model
6SI. 22 magnum NIB,4300.
759-9125.
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.
FIREWOOD, also tree service. 436-2562

210
Illsodamous
10-50% OFF wedding
chapel prioss. Gatlinburg,
Las Vegas, Orlando over
25 locations Photographs,
videography, honeymoon
suites, carriage rides.
800-255-2727 America's
wedding professionals
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING in the Smoky
Mountains Gatlinburg's
Unto Log Chapel. Charming, rustic. Borders national
park A dream wedding loft
your
budget.
800-564-1451

MOBILE Home Village,
480/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
300
ikishass
Rentals
UPSTAIRS office space.
Located Downtown. $95,
$1751 $575. Size of rooms
vary Some &windows Ineludes all utilities.
753-1266.
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center753-4509 or 753-6612

1W

Ream
Fes Reel
ROOMS for rent uteleell
furnished, 1624 Hameton
Shown by appointment
only. 759-9186 o
759-9525.

38R , l'4 baths,greet Murray neighborhood, Large
den oentrel gas h/a Available immediately,
$575/mo, plus deposit
753-8734.
3 BR., 1 bath, central gas
h/a 1501 Belmont.
$525/lease & deposit
763-8769
38R., 1 bath brick home, 3
mess from HSU Stadium,
$525/mo., plus deposit
Day- 753-1362. Evenings &
weekends- 753-3125.
FULLY furnished homes on
Ky Lake, utilities inci.. $150
to $225 per wk.. prepaid by
the month, Paradise Resort. 502-436-2767.
SMALL 2br, house, 500
5.71h, $260/mo. Plus deposit. 753-5261.
360
For Rost
Or Lime CREEKVIEW Sell-stoney
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoneye.
$20-$40/mo 756-4061
RENTAL space now available East Side Boat & Mini
Storage 759 9835

370
Livestock
& Supplies
9YR AOHA gelding, 16 1,
big boy. w/good deposition
& great looks. Excellent trail
mount 753-8625.
ROLLS of hay. Need just
one delivered, call
753-0062

Auction

Sat., Oct. 21, 10:00 A.M.
Located in the Brewer's Area
From the stop light in Hardin (641 & 80)go
West on 80 approx. 5.5 miles to Wilkins
Road. From Brewers go East on 80 approx.
1.5 miles to Wilkins Road. Go approx. 1.2
miles on Wilkins Road to Sale site. Watch for
signs. Mr. & Mrs. Roy Clark are moving to
Florida and will sell the following personal
property.
Will sell Maple dining table arid 4 chairs,
(nice) microwave oven, toaster oven, Bunn
coffee maker, juicer, dishes, iron skillets,
garbage compactor, card tables, desk, bookcaw, chest, fire place set, small triangle
shaped drop leaf table-walnut(very unusual),
other odd tables, chairs, bed, step stool,
trinkets, pictures, lamps, radios, lawn chairs,
hand tools, rakes, shovels, post hole digger,
grease gun, wheel barrow, hedge trimmer,
vice, old pulley, skill saw, saber saw, miter
saw,Potilan chain saw(like new),blow torch,
limb trimmer, pipe cutter, pipe wrench, brace
& bits, square, 2-step ladders, 24 ft. alum.
extension ladder, lots of small hand tools,
nuts & bolts, misc. items, Browning 22 cal.
lever action rifle with scope (fired one time),
Mossberg 12 ga. pump (like new).

Sales Conducted By
Johnston Auction Service
Auctioneers
Pat Johnston , Charles Starks
437-4446
527-9552
Let Us Sell For You!

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Oct. 21st, 1995 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mr. &
Mrs. Ernest Jetton. From Mayfield take 121 South through
Farmington. Turn onto Beech Grove Rd. Follow to auction.
From Murray, Ky. take 94 West approx. 9 miles turn onto
Beech Grove Rd. Follow to auction. Watch for signs.
Old wash stand - coffee & end tables - maple drop leaf table & chairs -4
drawer chest - 3 piece bedroom suite bookcase -old books -old dresser
- odd bed - side table - table lamps - pole lamps - odd chairs -old upright
piano - magazine rack -Ashley wood heating stove with blower -frost free
ref. - electric cook stove - large chest freezer -old mirror - cranberry piece
- old glass and china - flatware old amber jug -razor strap - old mantel
vases - mantel clock - old cat paw buttermilk pitcher - stone crocks - old
churn lid & dasher - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - pressure
canner - McCoy items - old meat grinder,small meat slicer - old manual
well pump - old dinner bell - cast iron seat - well pulley - old wash kettle &
rack - old corn sheller - mole trap - old kerosene lantern - Clayton wood
furnace with blower - convalescence items - day cot - corn scoop wrenches & tools - electric power tools - bean scales - tobacco boxes single tree -manure & hay fork - wood barrel- small tent - old burlap bags
- washtubs- wheel barrow - horse collar - team gear - Stihl chain saw 028 Stihl chain saw for parts - line trimmer- 8 h.p. Snapper riding mower,
electric start - push mower - nice 4 h.p. tiller • good set of side boards for
long wide Chevrolet pickup - hand & yard tools and much more. Auction
held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For,
more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

"_57-.7.!,,•••••71,9•• •••-•.

••
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•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Pets

2 ARHA registered Beagive 1 male. 1 female, lyr

ad. $600iiboah. 4374529
2 FEMALE Beagle Purrs
1yr old $500/both
437 4829

•-•

DOG obedience dosses or
prrvate Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858

`•••`...

.•

1111
isp,.z cPubit
Sale

Puble

&

ENGLISH Buil dog pups for
sale AKC registered toter
502 492 8140 or 901
642 7286 All Major credit
cards acoapied

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1995

Giant 4
Family
Yard Sale

11A

Lots
For Sale

BRICK home, 3br. 2 baths LOVELY abr brick home Al Al A TREE SERVICE
,
815 So 9th St. newly rede- in quiet park like &tonna
stump removal. Ino• spraycorated $74,000,'dome 14 Baths, large living ing. hedge inrrvning, landlot on Glendale, $12,000 room, country kitchen/ scaping. mulctihauling
dining, large tanuly room
436-5715
mulch spreading, gutter
22x30 Garage, 600 sq ft
clewing Licensed & inNORTHLAND Place, COUNTRY setting, 1 acre.
shop wrknished office Lyn- sured, Full line of equipapprx 5 miles North of possible 3br , 2 car garage
nwood Estates, $97,500
ment, Free estimates Tint
Murray, 7 1 acre lots Has vinyl siding, must seal
753-0335
Lamb
436-5744,
natural gas it restrictions Grey's Properties
759-9192
NEW 3tx , 1 Yi bath house 1400-541-52152.
759 2001
for sale by owner Located
A-1 Tree professionals
SOUTHWEST area 1'/,
in Cherry Nil Subdivision ft Stump removal, tree sprayacre budding lots each with EXTREM
is FHA approved with cen- ing, serving Murray, CalloELY nice brick
20011 road frontage re- Just outside
tral his, city water, sewage, way County since
of town 14
1980
stricted
$12 500
baths double carport sun & gas Cal 437 4893 or Free imamate, 436-224
7
435 4548 after 5pm
porch & nice work shop 437 4505
or 492-8737
Price reduced Coleman
NEW 3br, upper 70's, all
450
RE 753 9898
city utilities, outside city lim- ABLE Tree Removal trimFarms
ming, muiching and haulFOR Investors, 2812 sq ft its 753 3672
For Sale
ing Free estimates
new duplex, Falibrook Sub
NEW home ready now 3br 492-8254
LAND for sale, 5 to 300 Rental income $1100/mo,
2 bath, master bath has
acres 753-1300 Owner Price $130,000 492 8516
whirlpool 911 ceilings, hard- AFFORDABLE Quality
or 762 7221
financing
wood floors, custom ca- Service youll be proud of
buiets, fireplace, lots of Budding, remodeling, roofTOBACCO barn for sale FOR SALE 2128 South
west Dr • in Southwest closets, 3000 sq ft. in ing, vinyl siding, porohes
with land 753 1300
Villa, $119,500 3 BR, 2 Southwest Villa Subdivi- and decks Specialing an
baths, 9 ceilings, whirlpool sion Call now at 753-4873. custom woodwork Free
460
estimates Call 759-4441
tub central gas heat, over
Nome
REDUCED $54,500, rehead
tans
and
many
more
For Sets
ALL wound hauling, junk
cently redecorated 3br. 1
extras Call 753 2473
bath on 1 acre, 2 work- dean up, mulching, raking,
3 BEDROOM brick home
shops. c-h/a, hardwood tree work Reasonable
with large garage, 4,4
rates, Joe 436-2867
miles from Murray on 121 N GATESBOROUGH Home floors, immediate possess
in Stella Information 4000+ri 2 story, 4BR first sion 759-4561 night, ANTIQUE refinishing, fursheets are available in the floor. 4 baths, large game 759-1874 day
niture repair & custom
see service box at the end room with bar, study gas
woodworking. 753-8056.
of the driveway or call heat & water Walnut ca- TO Settle Estate, 3br brick
APPLIANCE REPAIRS'
759-9733
binets, Conan vanities, house at 1302 So 16th St
Factory trained by 3 major
Large decks with gazebo, Call 753-3903 or 759-4162
3BR, 1 bath brick on 5
manufacturers All work
yard sprinkler system,
acres, East of Murray in
and parts warranted Ask
470
fenced back yd lots of new
Palestine Church Corn
for Andy at The Appliance
items
&
extras, great for
munity, $49,500 Call after
Works, 753-2455.
kids
753 5940 or
Motorcycles
5 00, 753 4038
436 5946
APPLIANCE SERVICE
GO Kart. 2 seater, 5'4 hp
3BR. 2 Bath, on 2 acres
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
lights front & back w/cage
with barn & storage building GATESBOROUGH home,
Whirlpool 30+ years ex3 bedrooms, 2 baths, $600 492-8254.
located in county, 80's Call
perience. BOBBY
492-8490 after 6pm or sunroom/oeramic tile floor, XR 75 Honda dirt bike Less HOPPER, 436-5848
16'x24'
recreatio
n
room,
leave message
formal living dining, hard- than 700 mi , $650
BACKHOE SERVICE
753-0062
3BR duplex for sale
wood Boors, intercom sys
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
753 7947
tern 2 car enclosed garinstallation, repair, replace490
age. fenced back yard
ment. 759-1515
3BR duplex for sale
Used
753-8093
753-5114
BACKHO
E Service - ROY
Cars
LEASE only 1',4 story,
HILL Septic system, drive4 to 5 BR, Brick house, 2 newly
redecorated central 1972 CHEVROLET
ways, hauling, foundations,
garages 8 1 7 acres, in h/a.
new appliances No 753-0196 1000 Give
etc 759-4664
town Located at 317N 7th pets,
references in coon
1977 MERCURY Monarch, BACKHOE Service,
St Call Keith Black at try
com753 4937, 8 5pm M F
2dr. 302 engine, call after plete
753 0839 7am-5pm
foundations, septic
5pm 436-5345
systems. R H Nesbitt, Con1981 OLDS Cutlass LS, struction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
good engine, good
trans,good transportation,
BUILDER new homes, gar502-753 5561
ages, additions Tripp WilHwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
1987 CHEV Celebrity, very liams 753-0563
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
clean, 93xxx mi., new
BUSHHOGGING Gardens
a/c,timing gears, rak &
Anytime By Appointment
plowed, disked, driveways
ti
pion, $1,950 753-9830 afgraded
Milt Jones
ter 5pm.
502-759-1333
437-4030
1987 CUTLASS Supreme
CARPET & Upholstery
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Brougham very sharp &
cleaning, $25 00 per room.
dean Call 492-8566 after
Free deodorizing
Complete indoor display for your pri4Prn
436-2654.
vacy and year round convenience.
1987 MERCURY Sable
CARPORTS firx cars and
station wagon Fully
trucks
loaded $3500. 753-2028. motor Special sizes for
home, boats, RVs
America's Second Car
and etc. Excellent protec1988 BLK Chevy Berretta
For more info call tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664
753-7940

903 Meadow Lane
Sat. 7 AM to
12 AM
Unique items, brass,
baskets,
dishes,
glass, Tupperware,
exercise bike, 12 V
trolling motor, crafts,
lamp, patterns, ceramics and much more

FERRET wicage $75 Cad
435 4414

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale
121 So. to Lyn-

Large
Carport Sale
Thurs. Fri. & Sat.
7 am 641 N to 80W, 2
miles to Penny Rd.
71 Bassmaster boat with 65
Merc motor, entertainment
center. cabinet costumes,
holiday items, Nintendo &
games, nice winter & fall
clothes, and lots more
Priced to sell!

Garage Sale

'••
•

•

• • •
•••

‘.

Oct. 19, 20, 21
8:30 AM • 5 PM
Hwy 80 East from
Hardin, left on 962
(Olive Rd) approx, 2
miles, right on Norwood Rd 1st house on
right
LOIS of tools and

many other items.
Rain or Shine

Moving Sale
Indoor:
Rain or Shine
Fn. & Sat. Oct 20 & 21
7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Hwy. 464, 1 mile west
of Kirksey, right on
Cavitt Rd. 314 mile on
right.
Furniture, household
items, horse, equipment

4 Party
Garage Sale
1126 Circararna Or.
Fri B 1M. to 5 :30 p.m.
Sat 8 Lm. to 11 Lm.
Microwave oven. kerosene
heater, storm or, martin
birdhouse, nintendo, portable
phones,trunk,lungsizebeds•
woad sheets. curtains, hand
cralied Chnsimas items,
mans. lades clothing like
new misc

Low Prices

Indoor/Outdoor
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 20th & 21st
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
1622 killer
Lots of children's clothes,
computer printer, chairs,
rooftop car carrier, ladies
12 speed bike, wardrobe,
air conditioners. tans.
heaters
Don't come early!

Yard Sale/
Moving Sale
Fri., Oct. 20
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat, Oct 21
8 a.m.-12 Noon
413 S. 9th St.
Murray, Ky.

Yard Sale
1606 Oak Hill Drive
off Wlswell Rd.
Friday, Oct. 20
8 a.m. til ?
Household items, furniture,
FP toys,
games, bedspreads &
curtains, commode,
bath tub

nwood
Estates,
right Into subdivision, first left, 2nd
house on right.
Sat., Oct. 21
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Barbies Barbie col
lectables golf clubs,
entertainment center,
clothes misc items

Sale

Thurs., Oct. 19
Fri., Oct. 20
Sat, Oct 21
910 5
121 S. to Mt.
Carmel Church,
follow signs.

Yard &
Estate Sale

511 South 6th St.
Fri, Oct. 20
Sat., Oct. 21
8 a.m.-?
Household furnishings, glassware.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

clothes,
clothes,

Garage Sale

Huge
Yard

718 Fairlane Dr.
Fri., Oct. 20
8 a.m.
Children's
Plus Size
toys

Frt., Oct. 20
8 AM
Wlswell Rd. or S.
16th extended, near
Oaks Country
Club Road
small truck, tool box, old
harrow, Avon, food processor, adult girls &
boys clothes. Mushroom
canister
set, other
house
hold
items

Yard Sale
Fri., Oct. 20 &
Sat., Oct. 21
8:00 to 5:00
641 N to Stewart
Cemetery Rd., house
across from McKnight
sawmill
Girls, womens, young
mans, mans clothes
sizes),
super
single
waterbed, pool 3' X 17
(needs liner), misc.
_

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Yard Sale

Another Groovey
Gals' Sale!

Yard Sale
Sat., Oct. 21
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
702 Payne St
Bassinet w/pad, baby
carrier/seat, monitor,
Fisher-Pnce booster
seat, Little Tykes
kitchen, high chair,
Rocker,
Bentvvood
Misc.
household
items

Yard Sale
10-20-95
8 to 1
404 S. 10th
Homemade Halloween
costumes (devil, big
bird, clown ages 10 to
14), antique dresser &
mirror, large size' womens clothes, crafts,
quilt material, infant
clothes

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:
M-F 8 am -5 pm
Sat 8 am -11 am

64Spa
1 STORAGE
ce Available

.4x5 -4x10 -5x10

Locations Coast to Coast

4 ACRES mostly wooded
with nice 14x65 mobile
home, septic system, deep
well, many Dogwoods
95011 road front, 4 5
mi ,southwest of Murray.
excellent building site/sites
492-8738
CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Really 753 5086

^

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

LAKE LOT SALE' Estate
size homesites w/o/Nate
lake access in Kentucky
From $8,900 Financing
Free color brochure Call
now 800 858 1323 ext
3957 Woodland acres
SPACE for boat, RV, four
cars Add 3 bedrooms with
split arrangement, great
room wilt) cathedral ceiling
and sun porch and you
have livability First Orne on
market Call 753-1492,
Century 21 Loretta Jobe
Realtors

aLs

1 ACRE lots, north of Murray Call Grey's Properties.
759-2001

'84 BUICK LeSabre gray,
117xxx rni , good condition
For more info, 753-1118

9

'85 CUTLASS, 1 owner,
37xxx mi , $3200 Call
492-8824

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

•

'93 GRAND Am SE, 39xxx
. loaded, $9,900 Call
753-9849 after 5

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

ace
•

SUNBURY

500
Used
Trucks

MURRAY IBithind Runny Broad)
753 5940

I\

1968 FORD pick-up, white
6 cycl , $800 obo Ph
753-6986

West KY Glass & Mirror

1980 FULL size Chev.
truck, good condition, new
Ores. asking $950., 6 cyl.
automatic 247-5810

Auto. • Commercial • Residential
* Custom Mirrors, * Tabletops,
* Storm Windows, * Patio
Doors
* Insulated Class,

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
FREE ESTIMATES
717 4th St. Murray
753-4527
14411MAIMUgliSS•aikw,
,,1415
s.
ima

2

We have been your custom builder in the
past_ We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 7534343

SPACIOUS newly remodeled home on two wooded
acres, 105 h frontage on
main lake $118,000
753-5703
WANT to buy Lakefront
Property with or without
house
Calf
1-800 484 8079, pine
1630, after 6pm

1995 WHITE Grand Pnx
SE Coupe, 19xxx mi
759-4634 759-4882

• /3--out-

Lake
Property
15 ACRES, near Ky Lake,
wooded, excellent for retirement, $17,500 Easy
terms, 759-1922

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1989 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale Brougham, ildr, V6,
dark blue loaded Very
good condition, 168,xxx
mi , $4,500 obo 759-4676

Cars Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

2 & 4 UNIT Investmen
properties Some owner fi
nanang possible to quail
bed buyer Serious inquir
les only, please 753-9208

•10x20 •10x25

Call 753-5585

1988 FORD Taurus Wagon, 120,xxx mi $2,500
obo 489-2212

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Real
Estate

1984 FORD Ranger, asking $1,800 436-2306
1985 TOYOTA SR5 X-tra
cab, lownder, new motor,
auto, p/s, p/b, 14x7 McLean
wire wheels, performance
suspension, $4,000 obo
753-6315
1990 FORD XLT Lariat,
extra clean, one owner, 4
wheel Dr , new toes,
$10,000 753-9887
1903 TOYOTA p/u , white
w/shell, ac, 5sp excellent
condition, 49xxx ma $7,900
obo 753-8356 leave
message
510
Cantors
29 FT Airstream, new onside, rear bath 753-0114
520
Boats
& Motors

At William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
smz, r

474-8267

16FT PolarKraft, 51in ,
bottom, 721n, beam, 401ip
Eionrude. Motorguide trolling motor. Eagle fish finder,
$1 850 753 6 2 26 ,
753-4168

•••

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New Installation- RepairReplacement 436-2667
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
PLUMBING repairs
service 436-5255

fast

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759 4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience free eso
mates 753-2592

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

WE do additions roofing
siding remodeling For free
estimates talk to David at
436 5043

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
75.3-5484

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's. camcorders, microwaves, Mon Fri,9 12, 1-5
Free estimates 753-0530

Classified

ZEBS VCR Repair-. free
estimates cleaning $15
average repair, $30
753-3557

FALL SPECIAL
Pond Raised Catfish

$1.25 lb

From 1-99 Lbs.

100 Lbs & Up
$1.00 lb
LIve/U-Pick Up

Pine Creek Fish
To Place Order Call
502-435-4237

/ ALPINE
•NxidoldsclaW

clarion Tzess
iC

EIL

I.

%AIus I C:›

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard :11u.sic

Dixieland Center

753-0113

A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, light hauling, mulching,
leaf raking, tree trimming,
Mark 436-2528

4!"
.
**61,1.•"

Any Size

"Quality That Will Please"

Thornton
Tile & Marble
612 South 9th St. • Murray • 753-5719
•

Quality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

DAVID'S cleaning services. We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R.V. 759-4734
D COLSON, roofing, siding, general home repairs
474-8739
DECKMASTER Decks
built, repaired, replaced,
also roofing, siding, remodeling and repair 474-8636

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal

1081014,
f
f. Stump Removal
Cleanup Service

Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

light Hauling, Etc.
Tree Servi(e

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Custom
CABINETS
O WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your SpecUicationst
•KItchen Cabinets & Vanities
•OfTice Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•SolId Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
6.30 N ath St. (nem to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, LNC

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761
FORGY Handy yard signs
available Call 753-3193 after 6prn.
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey 492-8488.

111/U11111

Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities

Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
Tiss Ua Your hissaisornarse Wet Budd 7to Sull Your Nocia'
Ili US AT OUR NEW LOCATION ON THE IllgUARE
(Nast to Roars)

OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
UnfinIshed Oak Furniture
753-0981

GUTTERS cleaned and repaired. No lob to small
753-5762
HANDYMAN Co roofing,
siding, remodeling and
home repair 474-8621
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wufffs Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

I LU,

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To boa you am year New Kitchea or Bathroom

Call 753-6869
for fret quote or cossetting.

LAMB Brothers Tree Service, stump removal,spraying Licensed & insured,
Free
estimates.
5 0 2 - 4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
1-800-548-5262
LAMB'S Tree trimming,
stump removal & light hauling 436-2269

LONG Life, repair leaks,
rod sink lines, main lines
Same day service
436-2654

Full Line of

Equipment
Owned & Operated By 77M LAMB
Licensed & Insured

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpet & Furniture
cleaning Free estimates.
753-5827

•

.•

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING Houses,
hornes. brick I vinyl
buildings, R V 's, sidewalks Free Estimates
502-7534490.

• MIRRORS •

'
f!'• Ugly Duckling

430

Fri., Oct. 20 &
Sat., Oct. 21
803 am to 1:00 pm
1552 Mockingbird
Martin Heights Sub.
(next to Canterbury)
baby items, small
saddle, clothes for
children & adults,
high chair.

Swim

BEAUTIFUL building lots
Coles Campground Rd
25.000 sq ft aty water
gas You pick at $6.500vea
Mur-Cal Realty. 753 4444

Carport Sale

Fri., Oct. 20
7 a.m.-Noon
1711 Ryan
(1 block south of
College Farm Rd.)
Furniture,
bikes,
household
items,
toys, clothes

Was
Fa Sae

•••.:•,. 9-KW

ADVANCE ROOFING
AND CONSTRUCTION

Prompt Professional Service
At Competitive Prices
Custom Home Building • All Types of Roofing
All Types of Flooring • Additions • Remodeling
Patios • Decks • Drywall • Siding
12 Years Experience - Free Estimates

Murray, Kentucky

753-5814
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
•

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT During a recent
Pap test and examination. I was
advised that I will need a hysterectomy within the next year or two -- due
to uterine prolapse. Everything else is
normal and healthy. Is there any exercise or anything else that can be done
to avoid surgery? I'm in my mid-50s.
DEAR READER: It seems to me
that your gynecologist's prediction is
a bit premature.
As women age, their uteruses may
sag deep into the pelvis, putting pressure on the bladder and rectum, resulting in urinary incontinence and constipation Any method to re-suspend the
uterus may relieve symptoms and permit such women to avoid surgery.
Pessaries are age-old devices used
for this purpose. Modern ones are
plastic and, when properly fitted and
inserted into the vagina, will often
help. Ask your doctor about this.
Exercises probably won't do much to
correct your uterine prolapse, but a

pessary may solve your problem
DEAR DR GOTT I have chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease for
which 1 have been prescribed Theo
Dur pills and Vent°lin and Beclovent
inhalers.
Recently. I heard from friends with
COPD that they were prescribed a
drug called ambophyllin by a Mexican
doctor. The medicine helped them.
Before I go south of the border. I'd
appreciate your opinion of this therapy
DEAR READER: First of all, you
are receiving appropriate therapy for
your COPD, in the form of pills and a
spray to relieve constriction of your
bronchial passages, as well as a
steroid spray (Beclovent) to reduce
inflammation.
From what I can discover about
ambophyllin. the drug (which is not
available in the U.S.) resembles Theo
Dur Therefore, I do not believe that
your best interests would be served by
making a change -- unless, of course,
your doctor advises you to do so.
Stick with your present treatment.

DAILY COMICS
BLONME
Dt4iwoot7, t•ciri.4 NG'S MORE

YOU'RE GOING
rF HAVE TO
DRAG YOU
THERE
MYSELF

imaPoRTANT THAN ‘ADuR
FAmiL.y LIFE

BoSS I'VE GOT

Tea years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board approved purchases
of present hospital telephone system and a new cardiac diagnostic
machine at its meeting on Oct.
17.
Ramona Martin of McCracken
County was the featured speaker
at the annual meeting of Calloway County Homemakers Association held Oct. 11 at Holiday Inn.

If you want to travel to Mexico, take a
vacation — and carry your medicines
with you.
To give you more information on
COPD, I am sending you a free copy
of my Health Report "Living With
Chronic Lung Disease." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to my attention at
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
Eddie Mae Outland, violinist,
New York, NY 10150 Be sure to men
tion the title.
and Oneida White, pianist, both
soloists, presented a musical
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
program at a meeting of Theta
Department of Mun-ay Woman's
DR. GOTT
Club. They were introduced by
Martha Guier.
PETER
Births reported include a girl to
Eustacia
and David Dublin, Oct.
GOTT, M.D.
15.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board approved plans to
proceed with the next step in
planned construction at the local
hospital and received a tentative
timetable for future phases.
First District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard spoke at Murray
Rotary Club. He is pictured with

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Pete Waldrop, Eugene Schanbacher and Carney Hendon.
Pictured are motonsts waiting
in line to buy gasoline at 39.9
cents per gallon as a discount gas
chain opened two stations in
Murray on Oct. 17. Murray City
Police were necessary to direct
traffic around the stations. The
photograph was by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Kimbro,
Sept. 23.
Thirty years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis in
a report to the Murray City Council said the first nine months of
1965 far exceeds all of 1964 on
city Wilding.
Calloway County High School
Senior Class will present a play,
"The Skelton Walks," on Oct. 21
at Jeffrey gymnasium. Mrs. Sue
Adams is sponsor. Cast members
include Bobby Dodd, Cindy
Greenfield, Paula Cook, Mary
Beth Beale, Joe Geurin, Kim
Pennington, Pamela Ward, Keith
Curd, Ann Miller and Mary
Frances Ferguson.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield and

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 19, the 292nd day of 1995. There are 73
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1936, H.R. Ekins of the New York World-Telegram beat out
Dorothy Kilgallen of the New York Journal and Leo Kieran of The
New York Times in a round-the-world race on commercial flights that
lasted 181/3 days.
In 1944, the U.S. Navy announced that black women would be
allowed into Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service.
In 1950, United Nations forces entered Pyongyang, the capital of
North Korea.
In 1951, President Truman signed an act formally ending the state
of war with Germany.
In 1977, the supersonic Concorde made its first landing in New
York City after 19 months of delays caused by residents concerned
about the aircraft's noise.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
+ A K 84 3
Q 75
+ 962
+52
EAST
WEST
J5
•Q 1096
•106
V J 98 32
•J 1084
•Q 7
+973
+KQ 86
SOUTH
•7 2
A K4
+ A K53
+ A J 104
North East
South West
Pass
14
Pass
1•
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
Opening lead —three of hearts.
On most hands, declarer's best
line of play is determined by comparing the merits of two or more
different approaches. He then selects the method of play that offers
the highest probability of success.
Consider this case where South
started with eight sure tricks and
various possibilities of developing a
ninth. He knew that the chance of a
3-3 division of six missing cards was
about36 percent,and that the chance
of winning either of two finesses was
about 75 percent. For that reason,

-

he decided to take two club finesses
rather-than depend on trying to split
the spades or diamonds 3-3.
He therefore took the heart lead
with dummy's queen and led a club
to the jack. West won with the queen
and returned a heart to South's ace.
Declarer crossed to the spade king,
led a club and finessed again. After
the ten lost to West's king, South
could not recover and he finished
down one.
While it is true that South had
bad luck, the fact remains that he
should have played the hand differently. The best plan is to win the
first heart with the king, lead a low
spade and play low from dummy!
Let's assume a heart continua'
tion by East, taken by South with
the ace. Declarer now cashes the AK ofspades and plays a fourth spade,
establishing dummy's eight ofspades
as his ninth trick. The queen of
hearts is South's entry to the gamegoing trick.
The advantage of this approach
is that it allows declarer to make the
contract not only when the opposing
spades are 3-3(36 percent) but also
when they split 4-2 (48 percent).
Obviously, an 84 percent chance is
better than a 75 percent chance,and
that is good reason for declarer to
select this line of play.
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sweetsop
45 — apple a
day
47 Nahoor
sheep
49 Actor Defoe
53 "Sudden —"
57 Jackie's 2nd
husband
58 Finnish bath
60 Boyz II —
61 Beak
62 A keepsake
63 Southeast
Asian holiday

19 Arrow poison
21 Eggar ID
22 "Legends of
the Falls"
actor
Fcrenrch noble
25 a
27 Lhasa —
(dog breed)
31 British Navy
abbr
32 Plateau
34 — art
35 — de plume
36 Forerunner
of CIA
37 Violent
whirlwind
38 Bad
41 "A-Team"
actor

MALLARD FILLMORE
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DEAR ABBY
DEAN ABBY: I am a widow who
has successfully managed to raise
three fine sons alone. I live on the
same property as my parents, who
are getting up in years.
I recently retired from my job
and like my life the way it is.
-- About a month ago. a man with
whom I attended high school tried
to come back into my life. While I
have no objections to being friends,
I have absolutely no romantic interest in him. I have spoken to him on
the telephone, but do not care to go
out with him.
Once, in high school — nearly 30
years ago — I sent my brother to
tell him I couldn't keep our date.
hoping that he would find out that I
was seeing someone else. He never
took the hint.
He has always made it quite
obvious that he had a heavy crush
on me and keeps finding excuses to
see me. I hate to hurt his feelings,
but how do you make someone
understand that there is nothing
there — never has been, and never
will be?
NOT.--11sITERESTE1)
DEAR NOT INTERESTED:
Try the direct approach. Simply
tell him that while you think he
is a very special man, your feelings for him are strictly platonic.
P.S. How about fixing him up
with a friend?
*4*

DEAR ABBY: I have been going
to the same hairdresser for 12
years. When I first started going to
"Mr. William," he worked in a
department store beauty salon
where tips were expected, so
tipped him generously because he
did a beautiful job for me.
Mr. William now owns his own
shop. Abby, it is my understanding
that tipping is optional if the hairdresser is self-employed. Therefore,
the owner doe - not expect to be
tipped.
Lately, Mr. William has commented to me that other customers
always tip him, and he insinuates
that I should do the same.
Abby, is tipping expected with
self-employed hairdressers? And if
so, what percentage would be considered a respectable tip?
UNCERTAIN
DEAR UNCERTAIN: Anyone
who performs a service should
be offered a tip. For hairdressers, it's customary to tip 10
to 20 percent.
Some shop owners may
refuse the tip, others may
accept it, or put it in a "kitty"
for hairdressers who may not
have had a very good week.
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Mn. Curtice Cook presented a
lesson on "Buying Furniture" at a
meeting of New Concord Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Noel Smith.
Forty years ago
The entire student bodies of
the city and county schools will
be guests of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club at a concen by MSC Symphonic Band
and A Capella Choir.
Members of cast of play, "Hillbilly Comedy," to be presented
Oct. 21 by Senior Class of Kirksey High School are Farley
Adams, Rachel Baker, Billy Bazzell, Jerry Bazzell, Julia Beach,
Barbara Cloys, Marilyn Darnell,
Martha Edwards, Jo Ellis, Fred
Garland, Clayton Compton, Thrcna Gray, Sonja Greenfield, Patsy
Hopkins, Larry Lyles, Don Paschall, Chester Reeder, Wanda
Robertson, Joan Smith, Alton
Swift and Bobby Wilson.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include twin boys to
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Evans, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Falwell,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Burkeen.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Arkansas State
Indians 13 to 7 in football homecoming game at Jonesboro, Ark,
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concern
23 Urge
24 — Elliot
26 Happy state
of mind
(2 wds )
28 Father
29 Annoying
nightly sound
30 Playwright
Clifford —
32 Rocky hill
33 Kind of curve
35 01 the nose
39 Langella ID
40 Cricket
positions
41 Wife of Phil
Donahue
Onits
44 Cleopatra's
nemesis
46 Birds home
48 'When — —
Loves a
Woman"
49 Pale
50 Anger
51 Women's —
52 — Tse-tung
54 Qty
55 So-so grade
56 An explosive
59 Great Britain
and Northern
Ireland
(abbr )

DEAR ABBY: Recently,- I invited
a close girlfriend over for dinner to
cheer her up after she had lost her
job. "Lucy" was immediately
attracted to my boyfriend and boldly flirted with him. Naturally, he
reorponded. Lucy said he started it,
and he said she started it. Hit with
this double whammy, I was upset
and let them both know it. Then I
reluctantly gave them the green
light to pursue their mutual attraction.
Now they're "seeing each other"
and expect me to be friends with
them.
I am devastated at losing my
lover as well as my best friend.
Where should I go from here?
SLEEPLESS IN
SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR SLEEPLESS: You handled the situation with remarkable grace and maturity. Count
yourself fortunate to have
found out before making a longterm commitment that the man
you loved did not truly love you.
Now pick yourself up, dust
yourself off and get on with
your life.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Wilson art works to be
shown at Curris Center

Deaths
Services for Earl Nix Wilson Sr. will be today at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Ewing Stubblefield Will officiate. Singing will be by singers from New Providence
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will be Terry Housden, Wayne Turner, Ralph Clark,
Billy Joe Kingins, James Stubblefield and Johnny White. Burial will
follow in Mount Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Wilson Sr., 76, Rt. 2, Hazel, died Tuesday, Oct. 17, 1995, at
1:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lucille Hicks Wilson; one daughter, Mrs. Patricia Allbritten and husband, Hal, Rt. 4, Murray; one son,
Earl Nix Wilson Jr. and wife, Carolyn. Rt. 2, Hazel; four grandchildren, Amy Harvey and husband. Jeff, and Karla Allbritten, Rt. 4, Murray, Lorie Wilson, Murray, and Daron Wilson and wife, Julie., Rt. 2,
Hazel; two great-grandchildren, Audrey Harvey and Juna Harvey.

Mrs. Stacey Lynn Sprinkle, 25, Jackson, Tenn., formerly of Murray,
died Tuesday, Oct. 17, 1995, from injuries sustained in a cat-truck
accident on Interstate 40 near Memphis, Tenn.
She was a 199.3 graduate of Murray State University.
Mrs. Sprinkle was employed by the state of Tennessee at the University of Memphis.
Survivors include her husband, Don Sprinkle; her parents, Mike and
Janice Steckler, Mt. Carmel, III.; her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Steckler, Mt. Carmel, and Mr. and Mrs. Smock, Carmi, Ill.; three
sisters; her parents-in-law. Frank and Janice Sprinkle, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at Cunningham Funeral Home, Mt. Carmel, III.

Von Dwight Bailey
Von Dwight Bailey, 81, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died today, Oct. 19, 1995,
at 6:28 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Brown Coy Tucker

House Republicans
seek Medicare votes
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Over
intense Democratic opposition,
Republicans are methodically lining up the votes for a major overhaul of Medicare, legislation that
combines $270 billion in savings
with an expansion of health care
choices for the elderly.
"The votes will be there and
we will get it done," Majority
Leader Dick Armey of Texas said
Wednesday as the Republican
high command made concessions
to win over rural GOP lawmakers
and other waverers in advance of
today's vote.
Democrats conceded the measure was likely to pass, but
attacked it relentlessly as a way
for Republicans "to finance tax
cuts for the rich.
"It's immoral and . we must
stop it," said House Democratic
leader Dick Gephardt of
Missouri.
Addressing a twilight rally
Wednesday outside the Capitol,
Gephardt added, "If these cuts
go through, 25 percent of the

hospitals and health care facilities
in this country will close over the
next seven years."
Republicans said nothing of
the kind would happen under
their bill, which they said was
designed to preserve solvency for
a program that provides health
care for 33 million elderly and 4
million disabled.
The bill also would carve $270
billion from the projected growth
of the program over seven years,
curtailing hikes in payments to
doctors and hospitals while offering alternatives — such as HMOs
and other managed-care type
plans — to traditional Medicare.
Medicare beneficiaries also
would pay higher monthly premiums, with the charge for their
Part B coverage climbing from
$46.10 now to $53.40 in January
1996 and to $88.20 by January
2002. Those premiums would rise
even without the GOP overhaul,
but not as much. Wealthier retirees would face even higher premiums, losing the government
subsidy of their voluntary Part B
premiums.

Blue Cross company
to begin refunds soon
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
About 230,000 Blue Cross &
Blue Shield of Kentucky policyholders would get refunds of
about $15 or less under a proposed settlement of suits alleging
that the company overcharged
them.
Blue Cross. has agreed to pay
$3.7 million to settle two classaction suits filed in Louisville
earlier this year. The money
would be split among the insurer's customers after attorneys'
fees are paid.
The suits alleged that Blue
Cross failed to pass along to customers discounts it had negotiated with doctors and hospitals.
Blue Cross began passing along

those discounts to policyholders
Jan. 1, a few weeks before the
first suit was filed.
The tiny cash awards would go
to policyholders who have filed
health-insurance claims between
1988 and 1994. The refunds'
actual size will depend on exactly
how many policyholders are
found to be eligible.
The settlement isn't final and
still must be approved by judges
in U.S. District Court in Louisville and Jefferson Circuit Court.
Also, plaintiffs in two similar
suits filed in Covington against
Blue Cross would have to agree
to its terms. A hearing will be
conducted in U.S. District Court
next week on a motion to join the
Louisville and Covington suits.

The funeral for Brown Coy Tucker will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Joe Pat James will give the
eulogy with Jim Pounders assisting.
Pallbearers will be Charles Tucker, Douglas McCann, and Lee,
Matt and Jason Yuill, grandsons, and Kenneth Hosford, grandson-inlaw. Burial will follow in Tucker Cemetery with military rites at the
grave.
Mr. Tucker, 87, Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Tuesday, Oct. 17, 1995, at 4:13
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Feezor Tucker; two
daughters, Mrs. Dorothy McCann Johnson and husband, Paul, Ogden,
Utah, and Mrs. Margaret Yuill and husband, Gary, Kirksey; one son,
Douglas G. Tucker and wife, Evelyn, Kirksey; 10 grandchildren,
Laurie Smith and husband, Mike, Jackson, Tenn., Charles Tucker and
wife, Marsha, Sabrina Karraker and husband, Ray, Monique Yuill and
Jason Yuill, all of Murray, Patricia Hosford and husband, Kenneth,
Kirksey, Susan Roseman and husband, Bob, Philadelphia, Pa., Douglas McCann and wife, Nancy, Dallas, Texas, Lee Wallace Yuill and
wife, Carol, Nashville, Tenn., and John Matthew Yuill, Lexington;
nine great-grandchildren, Koie Smith, Barkley Tucker, Mackensie
Karraker, Amy and Christy Hosford, Michael, Elizabeth and Mark
Roseman, and James McCann; one sister, Mrs. Louise Hicks, and one
brother, Jesse C. Tucker and wife, Lena Mae, Benton; half brother,
Freed Tucker, Murray; stepbrother, Eurie Warren, Murray.

The CUIT1S Center is located at the
Chestnut Street end of Murray
State's main concourse. The gallery
is open Monday through Friday
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., and on
Saturday and Sunday,from noon to
10 p.m.

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Sereke Oct. 19, 1995
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Recelptx Act. 122 Est. 100 Barrows &
Giks steady Sows .511-1.00 lower
$44.00-4430
US 1-2 230250 lbs.5I1.05-4330
Li 1.2 210-130 lbs.54330 44.00
US 2-3 235-260 lbs.542.50-43.55
US 3-4 260-270 Ibk-

SOWS

US 1-2 270.350 lbs.
US 13 340-400 lbk_
US 1-3 400.525 lba.
US 13 525 and up lb..
,3 140.505 bs._
US 2
Sam 529.00-29.50

533.50-35.50
63430-36.50
536-50-31.50
543.00-46.00
532.04-34.00

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

- 1.81
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
DJIA Previous Close........4777.52
52 unc
0 Air Products
6234 • 1/4
A T 8c T
Bell South ........................... + 3/$
Briggs & Stratton........ 397/1 - V.
,Bristol Myers Squibb. 751/4 + 34
CBT Corp. Ky.'.201/4 B 21,/. A
541/. • 11
Chr sl
.........284 - '4
Foods...................28h/.
;
Dean
:.
—.....-.....75 + 1/4
Exxon
....293/, . I/2
'" Ford Motor.
General Electric ...........643/6 + Vs
45 - Is
General Motors
•..:. Goodrich—....................661/4 + I/4
..:- Goodyear...—................393/8 - 3/1
I B M ............................96'h + 1/8
Ingersoll Rand__.... .....35°/i • ils

Harry B. McClure
The funeral for Harry B. McClure was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Russell
Essary officiated. Music was by David McClure.
Pallbearers were Pearly McClure, Larry Billington, Barry Carter,
Clint Midyett, Morton Moore and Byron McClure. Burial was in Mayfield Memorial Gardens.
Mr. McClure, 97, Hurt Drive, Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 17, 1995,
at 2:30 a.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.

Lawsuit dismissed against
state Medicaid commissioner
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
federal judge has dismissed a
Louisville physician's lawsuit
against state Medicaid Commissioner Masten Childers II.
Dr. Richard M. Levin, a fertility specialist, filed the suit in
April; U.S. District Judge John
G. Heyburn 11 dismissed it on
Tuesday. It claimed Childers,
who is also the secretary of the
Kentucky Cabinet for Human
Resources, violated Levin's constitutional rights by temporarily
cutting off Medicaid payments to
Levin for reversals of tubal ligations, and it sought $9 million in
damages.
But Heyburn ruled that as a
government official performing
his official duties, Childers is
immune from liability unless he
violates a clearly established constitutional right.
Levin had argued that his right
to due process was violated

the photographs have fish hooks in
them."
Keenly interested in politics,
Wilson is aware of "certain geopolitical situations," which he believes he cannot ignore in his work.
"Most of my photographs appear to
be only tight shots of metals, woods
and other materials, but I hate to
make my views on such large issues
overly obvious," he said. "The
viewer needs to find these important
messages on his own terms and not
rely on my ability to concisely
convey my strict viewpoints. And
this way, the kids seem to like it."
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Wilson of Paris, will receive
his bachelor of fine arts degree with
an emphasis in photography in
December.

Photographs, paintings and wood
constructions of artist J. Reed Wilson will be featured in an exhibit
titled "Leavings," Oct. 19-29, in
Murray State University's Curris
Center Gallery.
In a statement about his work,
Wilson said, "I could go on and on
about the incredibly complex process that both my an and my heart
must struggle through to arrive at
what must ultimately be referred to
as 'art,' but that would only serve to
waste print space...Suffice it to say
that when I create, the one thought
that is ever in the depths of my mind
is,'is it right for the children?' If the
kids like it, then I have succeeded."
Wilson begins his drawings and
paintings with a real-world image,
then during the art process takes
liberties with that image by way of
line and color until it is distorted or
skewed to the point that the image is
some times barely recognizable.
"This process seems to fit into
some critics' views of an abstract
style, but I don't like that restrictive
label," said Wilson. "Also, some of

Earl Nix Wilson Sr.

Mrs. Stacey Lynn Sprinkle
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Prices as of 9 a.m.
K-Mart
I01/4 unc
K U Energy ................... 293/8 unc
343/i + 1
Kroger
L G & E..
413/s - 1/8
Mattel
273/s - 1/4
McDonalds
39 unc
Merck ......................... 5914 • 1/2
J.C. Penney 4534 - Vs
Peoples Firsts.............21 B 22 A
Quaker Oats
33 UNC
53 - t/4
Schering-Plough
Sears
35l/8.th
Texaco...........................663/4 UNC
Time Warner
373/s • Vil
UST
293/. - Vs
,22sh . ih
wat.mart.......

- *Hilliard Lyons Is a market maker in this siock.
UNC-price uncharged

Ak;
HIWARD
LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

because Childers failed to grant
him a hearing on the matter within 30 days. Human Resources had
questioned the seemingly high
number of reversals Levin had
performed just before Medicaid
was about to stop paying for
them — and it refused to pay for
the procedures.
Heyburn's order said Childers'
actions were reasonable because
he lifted the suspension and
released payments to Levin after
an investigation bore out Levin's
contention that patients had
sought the procedures.
But Levin claimed the temporary suspension from Medicaid
had hurt his practice.
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Beautiful Residential Lots In A Secluded Setting
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1/2 Mile On Gibbs Store Road
Some Wooded Lots • Underground Utilities

Saddle
Creek
Miller •
Call Cary
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753-8974
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Mon.-Fri 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Salo Items Cash & Carry

"For Delicious, Thick & Juicy Steaks That Melt In lour Mouth"
U.S. 68 & 641 • Just Off The Purchase Parkway Next To
Majestic Pizza SE Steakhouse • Draffenville • 527-0646

2MYERS umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450
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THERE'S MORE
8 OZ. PRIME RIB

8 OZ. CHOICE RIB EYE

Served W/Potato, Chef Salad &
Hot Rolls

Served W/Potato, Chef Salad &
Hot Rolls

Only

$799
Only

No one offers more than
Weather Shield. More styles,
shapes and sizes in our complete line of

TO SEE IN AN

$799

energy efficient wood windows,
skylites, hinged or sliding wood
patio doors and steel insulated

(
(Majesti
.j

House
3

WEATHER SHIELD
entrance systems. See Weather
Shield windows and doors at the
address below.

Best Piz!In Townalk
• Home Cookingo
ust Off The Purchase Parkway

WINDOW

Come In And Celebrate Our 22nd Year Anniversary
2 PIECE CATFISH FILLETS
Served With Choice Of Potato, Hushpuppy
MAJESTIC'S FAMOUS SHISKABOB
Served With Potato, Bread & Salad Bar

When you're through looking,we
think you'll agree, there's more
to see in a Weather Shield
window.

$399
$599

Time To Replace Those Old Windows?

EVERY THURSDAY and SUNDAY NIGHT
All Pizzas
(No Other Discounts Apply)
Book Your Christmas Party Or Any Special Occasion With Is
And Ask Gus Or Popl For Any Special Deals Available

With the onset of cold weather, now may be the perfect
time for new windows. We carry a complete line of
energy effclent wood windows, skylltes, patio doors and
steel insualted entrance systems

1/2 Price!
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